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ABSTRACT

As extremely popular narratives, Gone with the Wind and Roots have been
studied primarily for their content, what they say about America. By tracing the
two works’ transformation from family tales into cultural commodities, this essay
evaluates their popularity from the perspective of the cultural work they do.
Authors M argaret Mitchell and Alex Haley each took personal issues for the
subject m atter of their books; Mitchell considered issues of gender while Haley
explored issues of race. Despite the different subject matter, however, the two
adopted a similar narrative structure, one based upon the oral culture of family
story-telling. The shared strategy demonstrated that though the past explains the
present, it has no bearing upon the future: "Tomorrow is another day."
The dramatizations of the two stories retained the narrative structure of the
books but subjected the authors’ personal concerns to the litmus test of mass
media. In an effort to reassure a mass audience threatened by controversy, both
Gone with the Wind as film and Roots as television mini-series cloaked race and
gender issues in familiar melodramatic and romantic formulas.
Print media reinterpreted the narratives yet again, reporting the "phenomena"
of their popularity but also shaping that popularity. Though the popular press
offered criticism of Gone with the Wind and Roots on the basis of gender, race
and genre, it ultimately identified "mythmaking" as the critical angle for
understanding the two narratives.
As a result, Gone with the Wind and Roots represent a national folklore that
allows Americans to periodically recreate the future through consumption of the
past. The consumption is literal as well as figurative; as Americans consume the
narratives in increasingly commercialized forms, they explicitly celebrate the
consumer ideology driving American culture.

REM EM BERING TO FORGET:
Gone with the Wind. Roots, and Consumer History

PROLOGUE

I.
In 1936, with an advanced sale of more than any other book in the company’s
history of publishing, Macmillan launched a nationwide publicity campaign for
Gone with the Wind because they believed it was a blockbuster. The novel’s first
time author, M argaret Mitchell, was hoping for a sale of five thousand copies so
the company would regain its costs; she was horrified to learn that each edition
would cost three dollars, a twenty-five cent increase over the works of established
writers. She should not have worried.
Published in June, the novel sold one million copies in the first six months. It
rem ained on the bestseller list for twenty-one consecutive months and, in 1937,
won the Pulitzer Prize for fiction. By 1949, sixty-six printings in six editions had
sold more than six million copies worldwide. Today, Gone with the Wind still sells
50,000 per year hardback and 250,000 per year paperback copies. It has been
printed in twenty-seven languages and 185 editions, and has sold more than
twenty-eight million copies around the globe.
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As impressive as the novel’s statistics are, they provide only the first chapter
of the Gone with the Wind success story. In late 1936, producer David O.
Selznick purchased the film rights to Gone with the Wind for $50,000. For two
long years, production stalled as his team of scriptwriters labored to cut the novel
down to filmable size. Even as a national talent search to find Scarlett kept the
project in public view, the film became something of a joke to Hollywood insiders.
Would Selznick ever get it done? When production did finally start, the delays
continued. Three directors were needed to complete shooting. The cost of the
epic skyrocketed to $3.7 million, to that time the highest amount spent on a film.
It needed unbelievable success just to make money back, but at three hours forty
minutes, the film could only be shown twice daily at theaters. Selznick raised the
cost of admission, and people shook their heads.
The film prem iered in Atlanta on December 23, 1939. It would play
somewhere in the world every day for the next twenty-five years, dubbed in five
languages and subtitled in thirty. At the 1939 Academy Awards, it received ten
Oscars. Over the next forty years, it would be rereleased six times, and in
November of 1976, its television prem iere became the highest rated program ever.
In 1985, Ted Turner acquired the classic when he purchased M GM’s film library.
By 1986, theater rentals and video sales totaled $400 million.
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II.
In 1976, Doubleday printed 200,000 copies of Alex Haley’s Roots, the largest
first printing in America to that time, because they believed they had a
blockbuster on their hands. They were right. Published in October, Roots sold
550,000 copies by the end of the year, hitting number one on the nonfiction
bestseller list. Within the first four months, its popularity required Doubleday to
undertake thirteen additional printings as sales reached 750,000. By April of
1987, seven million hardback copies had been purchased worldwide in thirty-seven
languages. Roots won 271 awards including a Pulitzer Prize.
As impressive as the book’s statistics are, they provide only the first half of the
Roots success story. In January 1978, ABC scheduled the television adaptation of
the novel for eight consecutive nights. The mini-series represented several
milestones in television history. It was the first time a network created a movie
based on a book not published previous to the start of production. Producer
David W olper cast an unknown theater student from the University of Southern
California, LaVar Burton, as the young Kunta Kinte. ABC’s Fred Silverman
made the scheduling decision, breaking from the traditional run of a mini-series
over a period of weeks. Finally, the $6.5 million investment in a show focusing
primarily upon blacks was seen in industry circles as a large risk. In spite of these
investments, and in spite of previous successes like "The Autobiography of Jane
Pittman" starring Cicely Tyson, ABC proceeded cautiously, predicting only a
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modest 28-31 percent audience share. The network failed to schedule the series
for sweeps week and charged a mere $120,000 per minute, only slightly more than
average prime-time rates, for advertising during Roots. NBC and CBS agreed
with ABC’s assessment, scheduling routine fare for the week.
All three networks greatly underestimated Roots. The mini-series garnered
an average sixty-six percent audience share, peaking at seventy-one percent for the
last episode. This final episode broke the all-time ratings record by drawing an
audience of eighty million. The series as a whole placed seven episodes in the
top ten and all eight in the top fifteen, catapulting ABC into an unprecedented
three-point lead over the other networks. More than 130 million Americans
watched at least part of Roots: this translated to eighty-five percent of the homes
equipped with television and over one half the country’s population. To this day,
Roots remains the highest rated mini-series, spawning two television sequels:
Roots. The Next Generations (1979: 14 hours) and Roots: The Gift (1988: 2
hours).1

1 The statistics summarized in the Prologue were gathered from the articles
listed as Primary Sources in the Bibliography.

INTRODUCTION

Originally, I planned to write a thesis about Gone with the W ind. As I began
researching my topic, I discovered the following statement by historian Robert E.
May:
Margaret Mitchell’s Gone with the Wind, prior to Roots, had a greater
bearing upon the American public’s perception of the Old South, the Civil
War, and Reconstruction--a crucial period in the American p ast-th a n any
other single piece of literature or media.2
May’s assertions concerning Gone with the Wind coincided neatly with the
objectives of my project as I conceived it: examining a popular interpretation of
the past and exploring the implications of mass media. However, his juxtaposition
of Gone with the Wind and Roots, made with no explanation or justification,
struck me as the most important part of his statement. How and why have these
two works come to be seen as related?
In addition to their common historical ground, the two do share similar
success stories. Both became instant bestsellers and each received a Pulitzer

2 R obert E. May, 'G one with the Wind as Southern History: A Reappraisal,"
Southern Quarterly. 17, No. 1 (1978), 51.
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Prize. Their respective dramatizations also achieved marvelous success. Gone
with the Wind the film won ten Academy Awards, including Best Picture; Roots
the television mini-series won four Emmys, including Best Limited Series. Finally,
shattering reading and viewing audience records consecutively, they seem part of a
progression in popular conceptions of Civil W ar America; for example, in 1977
Roots broke the all-time television ratings record only by surpassing the
viewership of Part One of Gone with the Wind.
At the same time, important distinctions exist between the two works. They
originated at the hands of very different authors, a white woman and a black man;
and their story lines reflect the divergent backgrounds of their creators.
Characterization alone proves the point. Mitchell peopled her novel with
southern plantation owners while Haley wrote of the enslavement of his direct
ancestors. The subsequent dramatizations further complicate the comparison.
Jewish men produced both the film version of Gone with the Wind and the mini
series version of Roots, adding to the diversity of storytellers. The change in
medium created additional dynamics as well.
Did Gone with the Wind, as Time magazine claimed, tell "much the same
story [as Roots] but from the other side and smothered in magnolia blossoms?"3
On the basis of this question, I decided to broaden the scope of my project to
include Roots. My continued investigation of the scholarship written about both
works unveiled a consistent if frustrating approach. Criticism clusters around the

3 "Why ’Roots’ Hit Home," Time (February 14, 1977), 69-70.
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issues of genre, race, and to a lesser degree gender. Granted, these issues are not
only interesting and important, but they are central to understanding these two
works; I will argue as much in my first chapters. However, too often the
considerations of these matters deteriorate into simplified oppositions. The
discussion of Gone with the Wind and Roots emerges as either the affirmation or
negation of some statement about the work: Gone with the Wind is a racist novel,
or Roots presents stereotypical views of women. A brief summary of only one
aspect of the genre argument serves as a blueprint for this form of scholarship.
Are the two works history? In an early interview with the Atlanta
Constitution. Mitchell herself hinted at the problems associated with evaluating
Gone with the Wind as history:
After I sold the book, I knew I would have hundreds of well-informed
persons ready to leap at any inaccuracy. As a m atter of fact, I had done no
actual studying for the writing of the book. . . When I sat down to write the
book, I wrote out memories of long ago. I never thought I’d sell the book,
so I didn’t see any reason why I should bother with looking up the
incidents in history books. After I really had sold the book, I realized I’d
have to check every detail and I did.4
A blend of private, memory-based writing and public, history-based writing, the
novel can be neither in its entirety. Yet as an interpretation of the past, it begs
the question of historical accuracy.
Mitchell had her supporters. Isabel Paterson of the New York HeraldTribune suggested that "[a] Southerner might judge best the authenticity of

4 Atlanta Constitution (November 9, 1936) in Gone with the Wind as Book
and Film. Richard Harwell, ed. (Columbia: University of South Carolina Press,
1983), xvii.
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background and details; but they carry conviction to the uninitiated, and if there
are any errors they’ll never be seen from a galloping horse, as our grandmothers
used to say."5 Mitchell also had her detractors. Newsweek argued that "[a]s a
social historian, Miss Mitchell compromises her objectivity by her love for the old
regime. Toward damn-Yankees and upstart Negroes she seems more Georgian
than just."6 Critics quickly took sides, with some labelling the novel "an
encyclopedia of the plantation legend"7 and others arguing "you have never read
anything less like the traditional lush Old South story than this one."8
Over the years, further analysis has sought a compromise position between the
two camps. In his "Gone with the Wind as Southern History: A Reappraisal,"
May divided the novel into three sections of decreasing historical worth: the Civil
W ar scenes are relatively realistic, the antebellum scenes are less so and the
Reconstruction scenes are reactionary fictions. Richard Harwell took a different
approach to reconciliation, writing, "Margaret Mitchell’s view does fit the view
that was the Southern view for many years and itself has a validity as history."9

5 Isabel Paterson, Review of Gone with the Wind, by Margaret Mitchell, New
York Herald-Tribune (June 30, 1936) in Harwell, 19.
6 "The South: Novelist Pokes Over the Ashes of Plantation Culture,"
Newsweek. 8 (July 4, 1936), 36.
7 Malcolm Cowley, "Going with the Wind," New Republic (September 16,
1936) in Recasting: Gone with the Wind in American Culture. D arden Asbury
Pyron, ed. (Miami: University Presses of Florida, 1983), 19.
8 Dorothy Canfield Fisher, "What is a Shocking Book?" Ladies Hom e Jo u rn al
53 (July 1936), 54.
9 Harwell, xvii.
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Still, for all the scholarly work, academics seem no closer to resolving their
concerns about Gone with the Wind’s interpretation of history.
Alex Haley’s Roots underwent a similar analysis. Doubleday first m arketed
Roots as history, and the book can often be found in library stacks under the
Library of Congress classification for American history. Yet from the beginning,
reviewers were uncomfortable with Roots’ mixture of historical research and
literary creativity, invariably criticizing bits and pieces of Haley’s interpretation of
the past. Haley skirted the issue by coining the term "faction,” maintaining that
the major events of the story were true. In April 1977, however, he received a
formidable challenge from Mark Ottaway in The Sunday Times of London.
Ottaway charged that Haley’s oral historian in Africa "lacked the credentials of a
true griot...and that...he provided him with a story that fit the author’s
expectations."10
Haley answered the charges point for point on ABC’s Good Morning.
America, but other defenders took a more ideological approach. In direct
reference to Ottaway’s charges, historian John Henrick Clarke proffered, "’The
English know better than anyone else what [research into Black history] will lead
to. It will expose that the English were leaders in slave trade and that they made
the greatest profit from it and built an empire on those profits.’"11 The terms

10 Kenneth L. Woodward with Anthony Collings, "The Limits of Faction,"
Newsweek. 89 (April 25, 1977), 87.
11 Malcolm R. West, "Black Historians Reflect on Criticisms of Roots," Jet, 52
(April 28, 1977), 17.
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of historical truth, then, expanded to include ideological concerns; but the
outcome of the debate was no more fruitful than before. H ere the question of
history threatened to divide on race lines, with doubt of Roots' interpretations
equating with racism; and still the question of genre went unanswered.
Representing only one point of contention making the academic rounds, this
brief account reveals the primary limitation to the is-it-or-is-it-not approach: it
fails to account for the ambiguities in the text. Scholars disagree about whether
or not Gone with the Wind and Roots constitute history in part because evidence
exists within the works for both points of view; many perspectives can be argued,
but nothing can be proven.

The same holds true for race and gender arguments;

and the arena of debate becomes further crowded when the film versions of both
works are considered.
Once the wheels of such arguments begin to spin, it becomes difficult to
perceive options in other terms. For example, the argument about history tends
to obscure the rather obvious point that neither Gone with the Wind nor Roots
was written as history. They are historical fiction, and the difference is important.
As historical works, they do not simply deal with a historical moment, like the
civil war, but historical problems. Specifically, they maintain that race and gender
issues are problems with legacies. Coming to terms with racism or sexism means
not only treating them in their current manifestations but also in their historical
context. By placing these issues within the context of time, both Gone with the
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Wind and Roots offer important commentary about popular understanding of
these issues.
In an additional case of not seeing the forest for the trees, scholars have used
the genre, race and gender debates to circle warily, but never to attack directly,
the really big question: Why are these works popular? To a large degree the
question remains eternally unanswerable. No one can conduct a massive reader
response project that would encompass the huge audiences of these works; even if
such a project could be undertaken, the sheer numbers involved preclude
conclusive results. Nevertheless, the question deserves exploration; and my larger
project in this essay is to offer ways for thinking about the popularity of Gone
with the Wind and Roots.
Proceeding under the assumption that the two narratives derive their
significance from the cultural work they accomplish, I seek to explain what this
cultural work entails. To this end, I move away from a discussion of narrative
content to a consideration of form. By tracing the transformation of Gone with
the Wind and Roots from family tales into cultural commodities, I outline the
connections between the various versions of the stories and the economic and
cultural conditions in which they were produced. My exploration leads to an
interesting discovery. As the stories are reproduced in increasingly
commercialized forms, both the narratives themselves and the stories of their
distribution as mass-market products repeatedly underscore the tenets of
consumer ideology.
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Because twentieth-century Americans inhabit a consumer culture, perhaps
Gone with the Wind and Roots gain such remarkable popularity because they
celebrate the ideology driving that culture. In the following pages I hope to
demonstrate the viability of this thesis. My approach is a narrative one and may
seem overly involved with the details of the account; but I would argue that my
method is exceptionally appropriate for this project. The cultural work of Gone
with the Wind and Roots is story-telling work; and any good storyteller can
explain that it’s not so much what you say as how you say it. Unlike a deductive
argument, a story saves its moral for the very end, maintaining that getting there
is half the fun.

CHAPTER I:
STORYTELLING PRIVATE AND PUBLIC

The story begins on southern porches at sunset, where both Mitchell and
Haley reaped the benefits of a rich oral tradition as children. Haley writes in
Roots of the summers spent with his grandmother and aunts in Henning,
Tennessee:
With the supper dishes washed, they would all go out on the front porch
and sit in cane-bottomed rocking chairs....The time would be just about as
dusk was deepening into the night, with the lightening bugs flickering on
and off around the honeysuckle vines, and every evening I can
remember...always they would talk about the same things—snatches and
patches of what I’d later learn was the long, cumulative family narrative
that had been passed down across the generations. (664)
Stephen Mitchell, M argaret’s brother, recalls an amazingly similar scene in his
memoirs:
Let two or three of them get together on the porch in an evening, and to
the creak of the rocking chairs and the gentle swish of their palmetto fans
they would reminisce. One of them had only to ask, "What ever happened
to Cousin Lula May?’ for another to break in, "Do you rem em ber the time
she...." And there would follow a story. One story invariably suggested
another.12

12 Quoted in Darden Asbury Pyron, Southern Daughter: The Life of M argaret
Mitchell (New York: Oxford University Press, 1991), 34.
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The shared foundation of an oral storytelling tradition forges the first link
between Gone with the Wind and Roots.
Reviewers recognized the link intuitively in their evaluations of the work.
Mitchell and Haley each received criticism for their lack of literary style, but often
the very same critics praised them for their storytelling abilities. For example,
Review of Reviews wrote that Mitchell "does not write with distinction; but she
can make people live on the page... she can keep her story marching...."13
Similarly, Freedomwavs deemed Haley "a superb story teller," continuing, "...the
flow of the narrative, despite a few sluggish pages is so easy that few will lay it
down without finishing it."14 The compliments are valid but misleading. The
ability of Gone with the Wind and Roots to remain popular in spite of changing
attitudes toward issues of race and gender, thereby breaking the chains of time,
belies the historical tensions fueling both works. A sense of the relationship
between storytelling and issues of time must be gained in order to understand the
meaning behind these tensions.
In Black Culture and Black Consciousness. Lawrence Levine advances the
theory that black storytelling functioned as a coping mechanism.15 In the oral
culture of slaves and their descendants, the narrator would "re-write" basic stories

13 Review of Gone with the Wind, by Margaret Mitchell, Review of Reviews.
94 (August 1936), 8.
14 L.D. Reddick, "Our Story-A t Last!" Freedomwavs. 16, No. 4 (1976), 253.
15 Lawrence W. Levine. Black Culture and Black Consciousness (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1977)
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to suit specific contemporary situations, allowing for the discussion and debate of
issues. Haley, too, supported this concept of storytelling:
I think this kind of storytelling was typical, partly because that’s one of the
few ways they could entertain themselves, and partly as a way of asserting
their humanness against all odds. That’s what oppressed people d o -in
telling stories, in singing and dancing, in cultivating the gift of laughter.16
Roots recreates the black storytelling experience by describing the way in which a
black family used its oral history to foster pride and purpose in the face of
adversity. Mitchell’s references to storytelling in Gone with the Wind suggest that
such uses are not racially determined. For example, during the war, Scarlett takes
comfort from "the oft-told tales to which she had listened since babyhood," stories
of "kinsmen who had taken the worst that fate could send and hammered it into
the best" (420-421). Thanking these "shadowy folkes [sic]" from the past, she finds
strength within herself to continue. For Scarlett, storytelling becomes a m atter of
survival.
The factor that separates Mitchell and Haley from their respective families
and the characters in their books is the skill of writing. Both authors turned to
journalism as careers and honed their writing skills producing copy for wide
audiences. Maintaining the tradition of oral storytelling, however, the two use
their skills to write stories of rupture and threatened survival. Mitchell’s Scarlett
O ’H ara faces the destruction of her society and culture by civil war, while slavery
forcibly separates Haley’s Kunta Kinte from his. In light of Levine’s theory, this

16 Genevieve Millet Landau, "Alex Haley on Kids in Search of Their Roots,"
Parents Magazine. 52 (September 1977), 61.
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them e of survival links Gone with the Wind and Roots, the products of print
culture, to their respective ancestors in oral culture.
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Mitchell and Haley re

write history in their own terms, thereby bridging the gap between historical past
and personal present.
Recalling the intensely private effort, Mitchell later described the writing of
Gone with the Wind as arduous and painful; yet she felt compelled to work at the
project for almost ten years.18 The result of her labor is a contradictory mix of
her cultural inheritance as a southern debutante, her experiences working as a
journalist, and her personal relationships with friends and family. As if to disguise
these often contradictory elements, Mitchell tells the story of Gone with the Wind
from the perspective of Scarlett O’Hara. Admittedly not a thinker but a doer,
Scarlett escapes the tensions of her life by breaking into action. Similarly,
Mitchell diverts our attention from the personal concerns underlying her work by
flooding the pages of Gone with the Wind with the action of a typical melodrama.
Only by sifting through the codes of her narrative structure can we begin to
understand the gendered subtext of Gone with the Wind.

17 Mitchell and Haley each explicitly define the theme of their books as
survival. See Margaret Mitchell, "Margaret Mitchell," Wilson Library Bulletin. 11
(September 1936), 12; and Robert L. Allen, "The Black Scholar Interviews: Alex
Haley," Black Scholar. 8 (September 1976), 40.
18 M argaret Mitchell. Gone with the Wind (Macmillan: New York, 1936)
All parenthetical references to Gone with the Wind refer to this text.
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An enthusiastic reader as a child, Mitchell became a great fan of Thomas
Dixon after seeing D.W. Griffith’s Birth of a Nation in 1915.19 She promptly
checked all his books out of the library and proceeded to read them eagerly.
Steeped in the literary tradition of the Lost Cause Romance, Mitchell could easily
have written her novel about relationships between the races. Instead, she chose
to write about relationships between sexes. Retaining the romantic formula,
Mitchell places at the center of her novel a group of two white women and two
white men. Gone with the Wind consists of an account of their personal
interaction with each other, rather than their interaction with black characters.
Thus gender conflict rather than racial conflict powers her story.20
Following the form of the Dixon novels, Mitchell grounds Gone with the
Wind in notions of tradition. Like Dixon, Mitchell defines tradition as resistance
to change; but she departs from his "traditional" content. W here Dixon tradition,
if gendered, remains primarily racist, Mitchell tradition, if racist, emerges
primarily gendered. She makes this distinction early in the book through the
introduction of Scarlett’s parents. Scarlett’s mother, Ellen O ’Hara, represents the

19 Pyron, Southern Daughter. 56.
20 Critics recognized Gone with the Wind as a "gendered" novel immediately.
Stephen Vincent Benet wrote in "Georgia Marches Through," Saturday Review of
L iterature. 14 (July 4, 1936), 5: "This is war, and the wreck and rebuilding that
follows it, told entirely from the woman’s angle." Though he exaggerates, other
scholars have offered readings of the novel upon the basis of gender. See H elen
Deiss Irvin, "Gea in Georgia: A Mythic Dimension in Gone with the Wind." in
Pyron, Recasting. 57-68; and especially Elizabeth Fox-Genovese, "Scarlett O ’Hara:
The Southern Lady as New Woman," American Quarterly. 33, No. 4 (Fall 1981),
391-411.
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epitome of a traditional southern lady; Scarlett’s father Gerald unfolds as Ellen’s
antithesis.
Gerald O’H ara emigrated from Ireland to seek his fortune on the Georgia
frontier; Mitchell calls him a "self-made man." Ellen, on the other hand,
descended from the well-established Robillard family of Savannah. Their
marriage lent legitimacy to G erald’s new-found wealth and elevated him to the
position of gentleman planter. Furthermore, it guaranteed a foundation of
tradition for his progeny, one that he found himself unable to furnish; Ellen "had
been reared in the tradition of great ladies... and she intended that her three
daughters should be great ladies also" (58).
The relationship between Scarlett’s parents is im portant for two reasons. It
provides background for Scarlett’s character, explaining aspects of her
development within the novel. For example, Scarlett most closely resembles her
father’s personality, but longs desperately to be like her mother. When her
personal battle over tradition reaches its crisis point during her return to Tara,
she faces her m other’s ghost:
Scarlett thought in despair: "Nothing, no nothing, she taught me is of any
help to me! W hat good will kindness do me now? W hat value is
gentleness? Better that I’d learned to plow or chop cotton like a darky.
Oh, Mother, you were wrong!" (434)
Scarlett’s condemnation of her m other’s teachings also illustrates the second
narrative meaning of Ellen and G erald’s marriage. The internal struggle between
father and mother, male and female, plays out through concepts of tradition.
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Therefore, while not always associated with women, tradition becomes a feminine
term in Gone with the Wind.
The four main characters, Scarlett, Melanie, Rhett, and Ashley, form a
subcommunity that further develops notions of tradition and therefore notions of
gender. For these four, the Civil W ar tests attitudes toward a past (based upon
tradition) and a future (based upon change). Mitchell divides the quartet into two
approaches: Melanie and Ashley remain rooted in tradition while Scarlett and
R hett embrace change. Within each couple, however, the approaches split once
again. R ather than well-defined categories of behavior, their decisions to resist or
accept change are actions that encompass a variety of individual approaches; and
by association, they also allow for the ambiguity of gender distinctions.
Melanie and Ashley, the feminine pair, become a couple literally on the basis
of tradition; the Wilkes always marry their cousins. In the face of civil war, they
cling to the old ways of life. For Ashley, this inclination takes the form of a tragic
romance. H e characterizes the fall of the Confederacy as a Gotterdammerung, a
dusk of the gods, with himself as part of the pantheon.

His inability to deal

practically with plans for the future represents his tragic flaw; his awareness of
this flaw leads to his misery.
Melanie, however, finds strength through her dedication to the past. H er
moments of triumph occur in the small home on Peachtree Street after the war:

21 The term Gotterdammerung may be one of Mitchell’s historical mistakes.
It was popularized by W agner’s Ring operas, first performed at Bayreuth Festival
Playhouse in 1876. Ashley’s reference to it takes place in 1866.
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Melanie was young, but she had in her all the qualities that this embattled
rem nant [of antebellum society] prized, poverty and pride in poverty,
uncomplaining courage, gaiety, hospitality, kindness, and above all, loyalty
to the old traditions. Melanie refused to change, refused even to admit
there was any reason to change in a changing world. Under her roof, the
old days seemed to come back again and people took heart.... (733)
As the passage reveals, tradition places an emphasis on community. Melanie
shares the values of a society, and these values require her to modify her personal
standards to larger, more public ones; but at the same time, M elanie’s recognition
of these values returns something significant to the community, allowing them to
"take heart."
Rhett, the rugged male individualist criticizing society with an objective eye,
provides an exact counterpoint to Melanie. His introduction early in the novel
establishes a forum for the debate over tradition. Cathleen Calvert informs
Scarlett of his "most terrible reputation" (99), gained through his total disregard
for societal rules. Rhett courts the classification, as exemplified by his comments
at the Wilkes’ barbecue. He speaks irreverently of the South, pointing out the
region’s shortcomings, "’Why, all we have is cotton, slaves and arrogance. They’d
lick us in a month.’" At the same time, he acknowledges his own reputation: "his
white teeth showed in a grin, as though he realized that everyone present knew
just why he no longer lived in Charleston, and cared not at all if they did know"
(111). Though the other gentlemen resist his predictions, we readers realize their
inevitable accuracy.
R hett and Scarlett, like Ashley and Melanie, are linked from the start because
of their shared attitudes about tradition. The masculine couple, their partnership
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solidifies at the hospital fundraiser; R hett bids on Scarlett for the Virginia Reel,
and though in mourning, Scarlett dances. Their motivations, however, rem ain
quite different. Rhett asks Scarlett to dance because "virtues are stupid," offering
a cynical view of Southern mourning traditions. Scarlett accepts, not because she
passes judgment upon her society’s principles, but because she wants to dance. In
other words, Scarlett’s flaunting of traditional values springs from self-interest
instead of objective criticism.
In addition to her coded language of tradition and change, Mitchell opens the
discussion of gender more directly as well. She creates two male-female pairs in
which the man objectively considers the issue of tradition while the woman does
so intuitively. H er adoption of the female-as-emotional rationale for this
characterization demonstrates Mitchell’s unresolved ideas about gender
stereotypes. She writes of the stereotypes but not always against them; and
though her attitudes toward the stereotypes remain unresolved throughout Gone
with the Wind, they are negotiated explicitly through the characters of Scarlett
and Rhett.
In her opening line, Mitchell describes Scarlett as "not beautiful." Perhaps in
opposition to beauty, she knows her mind and is extremely aggressive. H er father,
lacking a son, speaks to her like a man. Simultaneously, she has become the belle
of the county, extremely conscious of her womanly trappings and willing to exploit
them to their fullest. The dual masculine/feminine sides of her personality war
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throughout the novel, as revealed by Frank’s reflections shortly after his marriage
to Scarlett:
This wasn’t the soft, sweet, feminine person he had taken to wife. In the
brief period of courtship, he thought he had never known a woman more
attractively feminine in her reactions to life, ignorant, timid and helpless.
Now her reactions were all masculine. Despite her pink cheeks and
dimples and pretty smiles, she talked and acted like a man. H er voice was
brisk and decisive and she made up her mind instantly, with no girlish
shilly-shallying. She knew what she wanted and went after it by the
shortest route, like a man, not by the hidden and circuitous routes peculiar
to women. (639)
Scarlett’s real feminine downfall, however, was her decision to become a
capitalist, and a good one: "no man could feel right about a woman who
succeeded in so unwomanly an activity" (638).
R hett’s gender identity emerges no less troubled. Tall, dark and handsome,
he exudes masculinity. His sexual prowess resulted in his fall from Charleston
society. Also a businessman, he makes great profit as a gunrunner during the war,
thus satisfying the adventurous, risk-taking requirement of "true manhood." Yet
Mitchell gives him a decidedly feminine side as well. H e shows a womanly
interest in ladies’ fashion, bringing Scarlett clothes from Paris during the war and
educating her as to their proper display. Furthermore, he discloses a nurturing
instinct in his dealings with children. Unlike Frank, who believes Scarlett will be
fulfilled "if she just had a baby," Rhett recognizes her lack of maternal instincts
and seems content to undertake the parental role in their marriage (643).
R hett’s parental relationship with Scarlett’s children bears a striking
resemblance to his relationship with Scarlett herself. In describing their marriage,
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Mitchell expands her use of feminine/masculine hierarchies to include the power
structures characteristic of paternalism. Rhett often acts as a father for Scarlett,
comforting her in his arms "as though she were a child" (854). In the final
moments of the novel, he makes this aspect of their relationship clear:
"I wanted to marry you and protect you and give you a free rein in
anything that would make you happy--just as I did Bonnie.... I wanted you
to play, like a child--for you were a child, a brave, frightened, bull-headed
child. I think you still are a child. No one but a child could be so
headstrong and insensitive." (1030)
Certainly a benign interpretation of paternalism, R hett’s comments fail to account
for his own role in inhibiting Scarlett’s rite of passage. For Scarlett, freedom from
paternalism means assuming the responsibilities of adulthood. H er reaction to
Sherman’s invasion reveals the depth of her resistance to this development. She
responds by running to the safety of a parental figure, crying to Rhett, "’I will go
home! I want my mother! I’ll kill you if you try to stop me!’" When Rhett
provides her with a horse, he again lends her means to avoid growing up, allowing
her to return to Tara as her m other’s child. Perhaps only because her m other has
died, Scarlett must become a woman.
Scarlett’s reversion to childhood in the face of adversity is not an unusual
narrative strategy in Gone with the Wind. Mitchell writes of every major male
character in similar terms, beginning with Gerald O ’Hara. Upon her return to
Tara, Scarlett finds a shell of the man she knew as her father. As she discovers
that she must bear the responsibility of life at Tara alone, she finds herself
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speaking to her father as she does to her son Wade (413). Later, Mitchell
discloses that Scarlett generally pairs men and children:
All the other men she had known she could dismiss with a half
contemptuous "What a child!" H er father, the Tarleton twins with their
love of teasing and their elaborate practical jokes, the hairy little Fontaines
with their childish rages, Charles, Frank, all the men who had paid court to
her during the war-everyone, in fact, except Ashley. (854)
In the final analysis, though, even Ashley becomes "’just another child, clinging to
[her] skirts’" (1017). In each case, the child-like characters emerge as weak and
helpless. Instead of symbolizing hope for the future or potential for growth,
childhood in the novel becomes something to escape or overcome. Yet the novel
never clearly offers a way in which to accomplish the feat. Mitchell’s repeated
inversions of paternalism, placing women as well as men in powerful and
responsible positions, emphasizes her personal confusion about gender roles.
According to biographer Darden Asbury Pyron, Mitchell’s inability to resolve
issues of gender and power can be traced to her relationship with her mother.
May Belle Mitchell helped lead the women’s suffrage movement in A tlanta during
the first part of this century, and daughter Margaret spent her childhood
immersed in the activist atmosphere. By virtue of her community and familial
leadership, May Belle became a powerful influence in her daughter’s life but a
contradictory one. The southern lady in her required deportm ent lessons while
the feminist urged Mitchell to "do what the boys do."22 May Belle’s early death
enhanced her legendary status within the family and left M argaret Mitchell

22 Quoted in Pyron, Southern Daughter. 47.
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overwhelmed by her m other’s expectations. A failed marriage that forced a
career in journalism, followed by a successful marriage that ended the career,
completes the picture of Mitchell’s life as a young woman.
Gone with the Wind and its ensuing success illustrate Mitchell’s uneasiness
with the dualities of her life. She signed her novel with her maiden name,
asserting her authorship as an independent woman. In interviews, however, she
generally presented the image of a southern socialite who penned a novel in her
spare time. Denying her professional experience as a journalist, Mitchell treated
Gone with the Wind as a fluke and never wrote another book.

She remained

unable to resolve the contradictions in her life even in fiction; and her active
struggle with those issues ended with the publication of the novel. "A dynamo
going to waste," Mitchell and her gendered energy burned out in the ten-year
writing effort.23
Just as Gone with the Wind provides a window into the paradoxes of
Mitchell’s life, Roots allows a view of the contradictions inherent in Haley’s
experiences.24 Much of Roots concerns itself with the relationship between
Kunta Kinte/Africa and Alex Haley/America. His emphasis upon these pairings
obscures the history of all the intervening generations but produces an important

23 From Jane Bonner Peacock, ed. A Dynamo Going to W aste (Atlanta:
Peachtree Publishers, Ltd, 1985)
24 Alex Haley. Roots: The Saga of an American Family (New York:
Doubleday, 1976) All parenthetical references to Roots are to this text.
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effect. H e creates a dialogue between typical American and African other, a
dialogue first ascribed to the black experience by W.E.B. Du Bois.
In The Souls of Black Folk. Du Bois describes the phenomenon of "doubleconsciousness:” "One ever feels his twoness,--an American, a Negro; two souls,
two thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; two warring ideals in one dark body,
whose dogged strength alone keeps it from being drawn asunder."25 The
structure of Haley’s narrative effectively outlines Du Bois’ problem. Kunta Kinte,
as enslaved Muslim African, denotes what is most African about Alex Haley’s
family, and by association about Alex Haley himself. At the opposite extreme,
Alex Haley can also represent an ideal American. A devout Christian, he served
his country during a career in the Coast Guard and then became a successful
writer for popular magazines.26 The extensive treatm ent of Kunta’s Africanness
in the beginning of Roots balances Haley’s own Americanness at the end of
Roots, leading the reader through important ideas about racial identity.
Haley begins his story in Africa and, in fact, locates the first quarter of the
book there. By grounding his story so firmly on African soil, he accomplishes
several ends. For one, he familiarizes us non-African readers with his hero’s

25 W.E.B. Du Bois, The Souls of Black Folk (1903; reprint Bantam Books,
New York: 1989), 3. For additional discussion of the "double-consciousness"
tension in Roots, see Reddick, 253; Ronald Bryant McFarland, "A Critique of the
TV Presentation of Roots I." Freedomwavs. 19, No. 2 (1979), 94; and, from the
opposite perspective, Harold Courlander, "Kunta Kinte’s Struggle to be African,"
Phvlon. 47 (December 1986), 294-302.
9f t

Haley receives national notoriety because of his work for Playboy, which
itself represents yet another American "ideal."
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background. Through his retelling of Kunta Kinte’s childhood, Haley introduces
us to the lifestyle of the Mandinkas, their customs, their values, and their beliefs.
This approach allows us to identify with a character who otherwise might seem
strange and distant. When slavers capture Kunta Kinte, they enslave someone we
know well. Not only do we react to the horror of Kunta’s capture and shipment
to America, we also recognize and feel his losses. Slavery separates him from his
home and family, in other words, his past; but it also separates him from his
hopes and dreams for the future. By detailing Kunta’s youth and early adulthood,
Haley traces the formation of those expectations and allows us to share them. He
expresses Kunta’s pain without sentimentalism because the reader makes the
connection between the capture and the end of Kunta’s life in Africa. In fact, the
effect of the first chapters is even more striking since we know long before Kunta
the long-term ramifications of his capture.
To portray Kunta’s ignorance without making him seem unintelligent, Haley
employs an African narrator. Though not fully omniscient, this narrator does
speak English and elaborates briefly upon relevant information provided
throughout the book. Still, he approaches the story from a decidedly African
perspective. For the most part, he "learns" about America as Kunta learns, thus
establishing Africa as the standard by which everything else compares. The result
is somewhat odd. On the one hand, the use of such a narrator means a free
person tells the story, not a slave. Therefore, the tone eludes the deference that
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is characteristic of so many slave narratives. Instead, the characters appeal to us
as equals, an impression of his family Haley understandably wished to give.
On the other hand, such a narrator creates a noticeable tension between
telling the story and remaining true to Africa; sometimes the reader needs more
information about America than the African narrator can provide. For example,
to justify the motivations of Bell, an American-born slave, the narrator must
abandon his purely African position:
Bell said she had heard that. In fact, she had painstakingly read it in
Massa W aller’s Virginia G azette, and then she had shared the information
with the old gardener and the fiddler. They were the only ones who knew
she could read a little. When they had spoken about it recently, the
gardener and the fiddler had agreed that Kunta shouldn’t be told of her
ability. True, he knew how to keep his mouth shut, and he had come to
understand and express things unexpectedly well for anyone from Africa,
but they felt that he couldn’t yet fully appreciate how serious the
consequences would be if the massa got the slightest hint that she could
read: He would sell her away that same day. (276-277)
This tension causes Kunta’s early experiences in America to read a bit awkwardly;
but in a sense, it only duplicates the dualities faced by Haley’s characters:
slavery/freedom, black/white, autonomous thought/subordinate existence.
Furthermore, as Kunta is assimilated into his new home, the African becomes
increasingly American and the narrator finds himself torn less and less between
the two worlds.
As the above passage shows, Haley chooses to write slave dialect not only for
the slaves’ dialogue but for the names of white owners as well. Master is "massa,"
mistress is "missis," and Massa W aller’s niece is known as "Missy Anne." This
naming echoes a trend begun earlier in the African section of the book. H ere
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Haley uses African words for many of the objects and concepts in Kunta’s life,
with little or no English translation. "Bolong" means river, "kafo" means lifestages, and "toubob" means white men. We learn in the opening episode the
significance Mandinkas assign to names of people. Omoro must carefully select a
name for his son because he believes "that a child would develop seven of the
characteristics of whomever or whatever he was named for" (2). So by giving
African names in the beginning, then employing dialect throughout the book,
Haley takes advantage of an African value to advocate more firmly the African
perspective from which his story is told.
Additionally, the naming tradition provides an important them e for the book.
Because Kunta believes his name contains his identity, he remains unwilling to
adopt his slave name Toby throughout the book. He also initially refuses to speak
English, although he recognizes the wisdom of learning to understand his enemy’s
speech. He interprets others’ experiences on the basis of his attitudes towards the
English language and English naming. W hen the old gardener dies without
knowledge of his true name, his African forefathers or his tribe, Kunta mourns
because "he had died as he had lived--without ever learning who he really was"
(357). Kunta further instills his beliefs in his daughter Kizzy. She reacts with
horror when Massa Tom Lea decides to name their son George, remembering
"how her pappy had told her that in his homeland, the naming of sons was the
most im portant thing of all, ’ ’cause de sons becomes dey families’ mens!’" (437).
The inability to name oneself or one’s children symbolizes the slaves’ lack of
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control. Their nam es/identities are not their own; and as a result, traditional
family ties become practically impossible to sustain. At the same time, the oral
history maintained by Kunta’s family, woven from a genealogical account
expressed in names, illustrates the ultimate ability of these slaves to overcome this
handicap.
The character of Kunta Kinte represents the critical key to this final
accomplishment, and Haley recognizes the value of starting his book with him.
Since Kunta is the family member who undergoes the transition from freedom to
slavery, he makes an excellent middle-man between the past and m odern readers.
More importantly, an African hero allows Haley to paint only a superficial picture
of white characters without seeming irresponsible. The challenge Haley faced
when treating issues of race is easy to imagine. Negotiating the forces at work in
his own family’s history already produces a seven-hundred page volume. To also
deal extensively with the motivating factors within the white characters’ lives
would complicate the task even more, yet to portray them as one-dimensional
monsters would trivialize the experiences of his ancestors. Kunta provides Haley
with a solution to this dilemma. Kunta’s African prejudices, reinforced by his
painful interaction with the mysterious toubob, enable Haley to describe the early
stages of Kunta’s slavery from a limited point of view without seeming overly
biased. Then, as Kunta gains more sophisticated knowledge of American society,
Haley elaborates upon his white characters. He expresses Kunta’s surprise at
realizing that whites, too, could have "human sufferings" (274), and later shows
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Kunta reacting "with amusement [to] how both the ’po’ crackers and those of the
massa’s class would smile and tip their hats at one another, acting as if their both
being white made them both the same" (366).
Kunta Kinte becomes a memorable hero because of his dignity and humanity.
These qualities give the slave-ship crossing sequence, the crux of the tale, its
powerful impact. During this period, Kunta is literally and figuratively
dehumanized. The slavers transform their captive people into m ere objects,
depriving them of food, air, and physical freedom in the dark hold of the ship.
Haley simply reports these episodes upon the slave-ship, using the factual style of
his earlier days as a journalist and adding no unnecessary commentary. This
understated m anner of portraying the crossing works well. Again, it avoids
sentimentalism by demonstrating the conditions under which the slave trade
occurred and then by permitting the readers to conclude for themselves the farreaching consequences of such a system. Perhaps the most poignant scene is
when Kunta realizes he must defecate upon himself while lying chained on his
shelf in the ship (151). The African’s powerlessness to control his own bodily
functions, later made worse by his increasing ill health, marks the lowest point in
Haley’s family history. The rest of Roots represents the struggle to overcome the
legacy of this experience.
Issues of autonomy are central to this struggle and are expressed throughout
the book in terms of communication. Within the hold of the slave-ship, the
various Africans begin to re-assert their humanity by talking to each other:
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Kunta realized from the low murmuring that spread gradually throughout
the hold that once the men had actually been able to see each other in the
daylight, he and his own shacklemate weren’t the only ones trying now to
communicate with one another. The murmuring kept spreading....[F]or the
first time since they had been captured and thrown in chains, it was as if
there was among the men a sense of being together. (166)
The captives develop an intricate system for translating the numerous tribal
languages represented in their group (168); and through song, the African women
held above deck inform the men about the actions of the toubob (170). Insomuch
as communication signifies civilization, these efforts help the slaves become
people again in their own eyes and in ours. Furthermore, since the whites are
unable to understand the African tongue, the captives regain a sense of
independence through their exchanges.
Haley prepares us for the significance of these actions by acquainting us with
African forms of communication earlier in Roots. The Mandinkas possess several
well-developed means of communicating within their tribe and with those outside
their tribe. The most expansive of these is the talking drums, used both in tribal
ceremonies and in sending messages from village to village. Ironically, Kunta is in
search of wood to make such a drum when he is captured (149); the tool that
creates a sense of community for African tribes leads to Kunta’s perm anent
separation from that community. One of the first things Kunta notices when he
reaches America is the absence of drums (224).
In addition to their drums, Mandinkas read and write in Arabic (22). Only
the men learn these skills; and as a rite of passage, men are taught a special
language not understood by women and children (98). From the beginning, then,
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Haley acknowledges that communication can be exclusive as well as inclusive.
This idea resurfaces later when Bell explains to Kunta how masters advertise for
runaway slaves in newspapers (330). Whites capitalize on blacks’ ignorance of
written English to prevent them from escaping slavery. In a departure from slave
narratives, however, Haley does not offer mastery of reading and writing as an
inevitable pathway to freedom. For Kizzy, her ability to write destines her
removal from the W aller plantation and her parents. After forging a traveling
pass for the runaway Noah, who is caught and confesses her aid, she is sold to
Tom Lea (426). In retrospect, she can only see writing as that "which she felt had
forever scarred her life" (448).
In contrast to Roots’ ambiguous presentation of literacy, its presentation of
oral history is celebratory. In the African section, Haley introduces us to the
African griot (102). This man, after a lifetime of study, contains history covering
several hundreds of years within his memory. He travels from village to village,
sharing his knowledge with his people. In this way, Africans have preserved their
past without writing and without material memorials. Kunta’s familiarity with this
type of record prompts him to teach his daughter her true heritage (375-376).
Thus begins the story passed down through seven generations to Haley himself.
Haley’s characters, upon the birth of each new descendent of Kunta Kinte,
recount the story, adding the new child to the history.
Roots itself is a "retelling" of this basic oral history (granted greatly
elaborated), suggesting why Haley chose to write in narrative form. By adopting
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an event-oriented style reminiscent of the griots, Haley connects his telling with
those of the generations before him. Even within the text, though, Haley uses
repetition to endow his tale with the legendary qualities it possessed when he
heard it as a child. In fact, after he writes the story straight through until his
grandm other’s lifetime, he has her repeat it one last time to him on the front
porch. This final presentation symbolizes closure because we realize this version
brings us to the impetus that leads to the writing of the volume we are reading.
We return to the beginning.
The complete circle drawn by this conclusion illustrates Roots’ historical
perspective. The novel’s principal narrative tension derives from issues of past,
present and future, specifically the legacy of slavery and its effect upon AfricanAmericans today and tomorrow. Moving forward or backward within a linear
concept of time only tears African-Americans between nations, cultures, and
identity. Seeking a way to circumvent this consequence of the linear march of
time, Haley employs flashbacks (returns to the past) to write his way free.
Although they occur infrequently, flashbacks generally correspond with major life
events; the most prominent example is, once more, Kunta’s installation in the
slave-ship (152). Through their use, Haley demonstrates how some events in his
characters’ lives transcend the time in which they take place. He identifies a
parallel in his own life, the "peak experience" of his first day in the back country
of black West Africa (676), recounting in Roots. "Flying homeward from Dakar, I
decided to write a book" (681).
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Time is an equally equivocal notion in Gone with the W ind. On the one
hand, Mitchell claims to have written her novel from ’’memories of long ago," thus
acknowledging her debt to the past.27 Inspired by the stories she heard as a
child, her work seems largely a tribute to "the old folks who had lived through this
period."28 Friend Mildred Seydell identified her achievement:
I don’t know if Gone with the Wind is a true picture of the South of those
days. But I do know that it is a true picture of those days that I had gotten
when a child from listening to aging, graying relations and friends of their
youth.29
On the other hand, expressing her heroine’s approach to life after the war as
”[t]here was no going back and she was going forward," Mitchell contrasts Scarlett
with many of her peers:
Throughout the South for fifty years there would be bitter-eyed women
who looked backward, to dead times, to dead men, evoking memories that
hurt and were futile, bearing poverty with bitter pride because they had
those memories. But Scarlett would never look back. (428)
Thus Scarlett would not have been among the storytellers of either Mitchell’s
youth.
The tension between past, present, and future, then, are as fundamental to
Mitchell’s narrative as they are to Haley’s. As her characters’ survival instincts
are put to the test, their choices hinge upon attitudes toward the past. The
alternatives are expressed by the title of the book and its last line. "Gone with

27 A tlanta Constitution (November 9, 1936) in Harwell, xvii.
28 Atlanta Constitution (November 9, 1936) in Harwell, xvii.
29 Atlanta Georgian (June 19, 1936) in Harwell, xvii.
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the Wind" suggests the mourning of a lost culture, but "Tomorrow is another day,"
Scarlett’s signature line, points to the future. Mitchell literally begins and ends
her work with this contradiction. Gone with the Wind, like Roots, resolves the
contradictions by means of narrative structure.
Mitchell liked to explain how she began writing with "last chapter first and so
on until the first chapter was written last-w ritten in fact several months after the
book was sold."30 H er tale addresses the significance of this final moment
within the story. In both the writing and reading of the novel, the previous 1,036
pages filled with events builds to a predestined climax, Scarlett and R hett coming
to terms with their feelings for each other. Then, on the brink of this "peak
experience," Mitchell retreats. She ruthlessly renders what has come before
irrelevant, simply declaring it "gone with the wind." While the (hi)story remains
critical for understanding the present, the critical confrontation between Scarlett
and Rhett, it has no bearing on the future. Like in Haley’s Roots, the past
becomes prologue.
The novels’ shared narrative structure carries interesting ramifications for
the issues of race and gender addressed by the authors. Both authors take
historical "problems" for their subject matter, with Mitchell considering the
troubled relations between men and women, and Haley focusing upon those
between blacks and whites. Furthermore, their shared narrative structure locates

30 M argaret Mitchell in letter to Harry Slattery. Quoted in Pyron, Southern
Daughter. 226.
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these problems historically, in the past. By contrast, the structure places the
"solutions" in the future. In both Gone with the Wind and Roots, possible
solutions go unarticulated, but the stories clearly indicate such solutions exist.
This future-oriented perspective effectively draws the reader’s attention away from
the authors’ individual interpretations of issues; Mitchell’s or Haley’s views about
race and gender remain far from definitive, largely because their stories claim the
final word has yet to be spoken.
This open-ended approach to controversial issues allows readers to identify
with characters’ problems but does not make readers complicit in a particular
reaction to those problems. For example, Roots encourages readers to empathize
with Kunta Kinte and to condemn slavery without asking them to condone any
one response to the racism endorsed from black enslavement. Instead, the
(narrative) future holds promise for a wide variety of reader responses; each once
can invent his or her own solution for the problems. After all, "tomorrow is
another day."

CHAPTER II:
SHOWMEN AND SHOWBUSINESS

The process of making a novel into a film or television show is often called a
translation. The term is appropriate because, like translation from one language
to another, the adaption of book to screen requires interpretive choices.
Something is often lost in the translation. For Gone with the Wind and Roots, the
screen versions subjected each author’s personal concerns to the litmus test of
mass media. As a result, the process led to a refocusing of Mitchell’s gender
questions and Haley’s racial questions by means of a remarkably similar, ’’mass
audience" standard. So though the initial works possessed entirely different
emphases, both dramatizations treated the portrayal of race as a challenge; by
contrast, both producers took the portrayal of gender for granted. An account of
the production decisions made during the filming of the two novels details the way
in which the inclination to prioritize the more controversial racial problems
reveals important assumptions about audience values.
In 1936, David O. Selznick purchased the rights to Gone with the Wind for an
unprecedented $50,000. Although he had already successfully produced adaptions
of David Copperfield and The Prisoner of Zenda. Selznick admitted the difficulty
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of the task facing him in a memo to Sidney Howard: "I find myself a producer
charged with re-creating the best loved book of our time, and I don’t think any of
us has ever tackled anything that is really comparable to the love that people have
for it.''31

Selznick hired Howard early in 1937 to write the screenplay, and their

primary concern was the novel’s length. Selznick warned against making
"corrections:"
...I urge that we abide by Miss Mitchell’s failures as well as her successes,
because I am frankly nervous about anybody’s ability-even Miss Mitchell’s-to figure out which is which. I think that even she herself might very well
rewrite the book into a failure.32
Instead, Selznick suggested making large, drastic changes that the audience would
recognize as necessary. The elimination of whole sequences was preferable to
smaller, more manipulative changes.
Howard, following Selznick’s advice, turned in a 400-page script, a script that
would fill five hours of screen time. In the months ahead, Selznick would employ
six screen writers before achieving a shooting script. The grueling shooting
schedule exhausted the talents of three directors for principal photography, as well
as two units for atmospheric shots. Then, alongside editor Hal Kern, Selznick
sifted through 250,000 feet of printed film before making the final cuts. Only half
joking, Selznick proposed to purchase a personal life insurance policy to cover the

31 Rudy Behlmer, ed. Memo From David O. Selznick (New York: Grove
Press, 1972), 145.
32 Behlmer, 146.
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cost of production; he was the only person with the final version of the film in his
head.
Running three hours and forty minutes, Gone with the Wind still surpassed
the average running time of ninety minutes by a wide margin. In spite of its
length, however, many changes had been made to Mitchell’s original story. In
order to edit to an acceptable running time, Selznick became ruthless in his
selection of scenes; and only those that "advanced the story" made the final cut.
The film needed a focal point, and the one Selznick chose was the romance
between Scarlett and Rhett.
Actually, the romantic emphasis resulted from decisions made long before
Gone with the Wind reached the editing room. The casting of the picture
remains one of Hollywood’s greatest publicity stunts. W hether working actress or
aspiring unknown, thousands of women believed they would make the perfect
Scarlett. Selznick indulged their collective fantasy, conducting a nationwide talent
hunt to cast the part. Unfortunately, with all attention devoted to finding the
"right" Scarlett, the unique personality of the romance between Scarlett and Rhett
became an expendable feature of the narrative. True, the film maintains much of
the book’s characterizations. Scarlett remains a vixen; and Rhett, always the
cynic, still falls hopelessly in love with her. Most significantly, since Selznick won
the word "damn," theirs is not a happy Hollywood ending. Like the search for a
Scarlett with sparkling green eyes, however, the film relationship relies on
outward appearances. The larger-than-life advertising posters feature the film’s
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stars in a passionate embrace, with Scarlett’s cleavage dipping increasingly lower
with each re-issue.33
Selznick’s concentration on epic romance reflects his larger vision for Gone
with the W ind. In the eyes of its producer, the film was always a big picture, in
length, in scope, and in production values. Searching for a comparable picture to
describe his aspirations for the production, he suggested that "[t]he only close
approach to it would be Birth of a Nation.'134 This obvious comparison
expressed his hopes for Gone with the Wind but also his fears. Birth of a Nation
m et with widespread protest, especially but not exclusively among AfricanAmericans, that ultimately hindered both its critical and financial success.
Relatively sensitive to the racial controversy inherent in a film like Gone with the
Wind. Selznick created a file he called "The Negro Problem."
For Mitchell, there had been no "Negro Problem." After the publication of
Gone with the Wind. Mitchell argued that she tried to avoid the "Hollywood"
version of the Old South: "white-columned mansions whose wealthy owners had
thousands of slaves and drank thousands of mint juleps."35 To this end, she
populated her version of Georgia with planters, Crackers, poor whites, and black
slaves. Furthermore, race relations play an "essentially negligible" role in the

33 Herb Bridges. "Frankly Mv Dear...:" Gone with the Wind Memorabilia
(Macon, GA: Mercer UP, 1986), 59-150.
34 Behlmer, 204.
35 Pyron, Southern Daughter. 244.
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story’s plot.36 Despite her gesture toward diversity, however, she portrays
African-Americans in the novel as either loyal darkies or free-issue niggers.
Selznick recognized her division as potentially offensive, urging screenwriter
Howard to "be awfully careful that the Negroes come out decidedly on the right
side of the ledger." The producer made "concessions," including the decision to
drop the word nigger "even by one negro talking about another."37
For the most part, this balancing act led to comic supporting roles for AfricanAmerican actors. Publicity materials described ungrammatical Prissy as "an
amusing comedy character" and cast Uncle Peter as "an angel."38 Thus, with
Hollywood sleight of hand, the novel’s utterly dignified Uncle Peter awkwardly
chases a chicken in the film version. Of course, the exception to this degrading
trend was Mammy. The Mammy stereotype existed in the 1930’s as it does today;
so the role potentially offended even by contemporary standards. H attie
McDaniel’s superb performance, however, complicated the obvious criticism. The
humanity she added to an otherwise stock character could not go unnoticed; and
her talent was rewarded when, in 1940, she became the first African-American
woman to win an Academy Award 39 The recognition tore Blacks between the

36 Kenneth O ’Brien, "Race, Romance, and the Southern Literary Tradition," in
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37 Behlmer, 147, 160.
38 Leonard J. Leff, "David Selznick’s Gone with the W ind: The Negro
Problem," Georgia Review. 38, No. 1 (1984), 161.
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desire to celebrate her success and the need to condemn it for the racial
stereotypes it reinforced. McDaniel laid the "Negro Problem" on the line: "Why
should I complain about making seven thousand dollars a week playing a maid?
If I didn’t, I’d be making seven dollars a week actually being one."40
Contemporary racial attitudes necessarily tainted the motivations behind script
changes. Selznick’s elimination of the Ku Klux Klan from his version of Gone
with the Wind demonstrates the mixed messages behind the "Negro Problem."
Mitchell maintained her inclusion of the Klan was a m atter of correcting the "sag"
in her plot line; originally Frank Kennedy died of pneumonia, but that exit was
not exciting enough to maintain the tempo of the story. So without much mind to
the possible political implications, she killed Kennedy in an episode of Klan
revenge.41 Admittedly biased, Selznick was worried about the Klan in spite of
her explanation; but though he consistently drew comparisons between the
persecution of Jews and Blacks, his reasons for changing the story seem less than
liberal. Calling the Klan "a very touching point," he suggested to Howard that "[i]t
would be difficult, if not impossible, to clarify for audiences the difference
between the old Klan and the Klan of our times," as if either’s violence could be
excused.42 H e finally justified its exclusion on the grounds that the story would
not suffer; Kennedy could die in a non-Klan raid.

40 Leff, 156. She actually made more like $450 a week, but her point is well
taken.
41 Pyron, Southern Daughter. 236.
42 Behlmer, 147.
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The cultural conditions that supported the hypocrisy of the "Negro Problem"
file helped shape the final mood of the film. Selznick commissioned Bill Hecht to
write original titles for the beginning of the film. M eant to create ambience, they
read:
There was a land of Cavaliers and
Cotton Fields called the Old South...
H ere in this pretty world
Gallantry took its last bow...
H ere was the last ever to be seen
of Knights and their Ladies Fair,
of Master and Slave...
Look for it only in books, for it
is not more than a dream remembered,
a civilization gone with the wind...
Accompanying atmospheric shots of Georgian landscape and Max Steiner’s
sentimental score, the lines resurrect the Lost Cause Romance in epic form. The
significance of individual African-American characters or even Klan activity pales
in the light of Selznick’s willingness to sentimentalize the story.
In the final analysis, then, the "color" in Gone with the Wind was Technicolor
rather than skin color; Selznick chose to create visual impact rather than social
impact. Responding in part to the public dictates of a Gallup poll, Selznick
decided to make the film in color.43 Because color photography was still
technically difficult and added great expense to a film, he wished to exploit its

43 "Surveying Scarlett O’Hara." (February 19, 1939) in The New York Times
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effects fully. In a memo to director Victor Flemming, he outlined his color
philosophy: bright reds, greens, yellows and blues for the scenes at Twelve Oaks,
followed by drab colors to illustrate the tragedy of the war, ending with gaudy
colors for Scarlett to set her apart from her peers.44 Good business sense
buttressed Selznick’s awareness of the artistic applications of color. Color films
were still something of a novelty, and the use of vibrant color would attract
audience attention and consequently financial success. Therefore, the producer
urged his directors "to throw a violent dab of color in to make a dramatic
point."45 They used this ploy most spectacularly in the burning of Atlanta.
Recognizing the value of images, Selznick took a relatively minor part of the
novel and turned it into Hollywood legend.
In Decem ber of 1938, still without a Scarlett, Selznick started the filming of
Gone with the Wind in true showman’s style. He invited studio police, the Los
Angeles fire department and his mother to the backlot of Selznick International
so they might view the spectacle. There stood the sets of King Kong. The G arden
of Allah, and Little Lord Fauntlerov. hidden behind false fronts and masquerading
as Atlanta circa 1863. Several sets of doubles, standing in for Scarlett and Rhett,
waited in their wagons, anticipating their escape from Sherman’s advancing army.

44 Behlmer, 197-198.
45 Behlmer, 199.
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All available Technicolor cameras, seven total, surrounded the scene, their
cam eramen poised for action.46
A network of pipes wove its way through the wooden buildings. These pipes
had been set by "powder man" Lee Zavitz, the man Selznick hired to torch
Atlanta. The powder man and his six-person crew were not covered by the film’s
blanket insurance policy; Zavitz admitted in an interview, "Actually I can never
tell exactly what will happen.... There are so many unknown factors that can
instantly disrupt plans."47 Upon the producer’s signal, Zavitz planned to switch
on the electric valve; and the system would pump one thousand gallons of fuel oil
per minute through the pipes.
Selznick stalled, hoping his brother Myron would arrive to witness the shot.
After an hour’s delay, however, everyone’s nerves stood balanced on edge, and the
fire departm ent threatened to shut down the shoot. So Selznick gave the go
ahead, Zavitz lit the flames, and the director called the first "Action!" on Gone
with the W ind. As the flames leaped into the sky, a studio public-relations man
called the city desk to report a fire on Selznick’s backlot. The press soon arrived
in full gear, just as the inferno reached its peak. Cameras rolled, capturing the
falling black cinders in the red glow. Then, at a second signal, Zavitz switched
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the valve to send water through the pipes. The burning of Atlanta was a total
victory.
As Selznick stood among the dying embers, savoring his success, his brother
finally arrived, slightly intoxicated and accompanied by guests. "I want you to
m eet your Scarlett O ’Hara," Myron announced in a too loud voice, pointing at one
of his guests. Selznick looked into the green eyes of Vivien Liegh, and thought
that Myron might be right.48
Selznick’s attention to technical detail paid off. Response cards at an October
sneak preview in Riverside read, "The greatest picture ever made" and "The
screen’s greatest achievement of all times."49 His extensive use of special
effects, especially his use of back screen projection and m atte paintings, were
bound to impress contemporary viewers; but the production values of Gone with
the Wind remain fresh even today. Re-releases of the film inevitably bring
comment about its ability to stand the test of time.50
In late 1939, the spectacle of Hollywood elevated Gone with the Wind to new
heights. During a time when eighty-five million Americans went to the movies

48 Roland Flamini, "The Greatest Movie Ever Made," R eader’s Digest. 109
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each week, the film quickly influenced the popular "vision" of the civil war.51
Within the next twenty years, however, television had replaced film as the
America’s primary form of visual entertainment. In its search for a wider
audience and increased profit, this new media turned to "theatrical" affairs,
producing its own made-for-tv movies. By the 1970’s, industry leaders began to
exploit television’s major advantage over film, the time factor.52 The networks
could dedicate many hours over several evenings to a single narrative, and the
mini-series was born. As a result, when Haley decided to sell the rights to Roots.
he chose television because that media offered more screen time.
A leading television producer, David L. Wolper shared Selznick’s flair for
producing popular entertainment. Roots attracted Wolper because it was a
project that he could sell to the network with one line: "It’s a story of a black
family, from a village in Africa to what they are today."53 The key word in this
explanation is "sell." The networks were not interested in a work that would not
earn a significant ratings share, and an estimated ninety percent of the television
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audience in 1976 was white. The fear was that Roots, as a "black" show, would
not draw a profitable viewing audience. From the beginning, then, the television
production of Roots was grounded in discussion of race. The production became
a political statement in itself. Wolper, the producer, was not black; two writers
and one director for individual episodes were, but the writer and director in
charge of the project as a whole were both white. In the face of criticism, Wolper
emphasized his inclusion of blacks as crew as well as cast; detractors argued that
these were lesser technical positions.54 The racial politics that surrounded the
production of Roots were bound to intrude upon its content as well.
Although Wolper worked with more screen time than Selznick, the mini-series
was not a direct adaptation of the book. The changes he made illustrate his
philosophy of "docudrama." Explaining the term he invented, W olper emphasized
its impact rather than its content:
You don’t go back to a docudrama to see details. . . . [Therefore, m]y
intent was to give you a sense of being at a certain place in history, and the
feeling of what it was to be those people who experienced that moment in
history.55
For Wolper, the accuracy of the mini-series would be located in the emotional
response garnered from the audience, the "feeling" he speaks of above. Haley’s
book represented raw material from which to create the mini-series; details about
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plot or characters could be crafted anew as called for by the format of the
television show.
To some extent, Wolper had no choice but to create new material. Haley
was only half finished with the novel when Wolper bought the television rights,
and production began before publication. So Wolper possessed no complete text
from which to work. Still, the changes were significant, especially in light of the
concern about racial tension. For example, the mini-series changed the names of
the white slave-owning families, from Waller, Lea and Murray to Reynolds,
Moore and Harvey, while the names of the black characters remained the same as
in the novel. Aside from questions of historical inaccuracy, this change bore
significance against the backdrop of Haley’s text. A name, Haley argues, provides
identity, and the makers of the mini-series recognized this trait. One of their
most powerful scenes, Kunta receiving a severe whipping by the Reynolds’
overseer, results from his refusing the slave name Toby. Changing the names of
the slave-owners released the whites from their historic identity. In its effort to
protect the privacy of "innocent" descendants from slave owners, the mini-series
failed to indict the guilty.
Perhaps such changes seemed rather superficial; after all, what is in a name?
The producers of Roots would have argued market share. Thus, even though
most of the major roles were played by African-Americans, publicity for Roots
highlighted white actors. The approach was motivated primarily by financial
concerns. Significantly, most of the white actors were recruited for their name
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value; big names draw big audiences.56 Such decisions need not be racially
biased. For example, O.J. Simpson played a minor role that required one day of
shooting; yet advertisement for the episode in which he appears featured his name
prominently.
At other times, however, decisions about the balance between white roles and
black roles appeared more deliberate, as in the case of Captain Davies. This
character appears in the novel, but there he has no name and is seen only through
the uncomprehending eyes of Kunta Kinte. Representing complete authority,
Haley’s captain was cruel and calculating. The screenwriters decided to expand
the role, providing the captain with a Christian conscience and undermining his
shipboard authority. He plays good cop to his second in command, who embodies
the horrors of the slave trade. Captain Davies is simply an unwilling participant
in the "peculiar institution," bound by economic concerns to participate in the
slave trade.
In the novel, the captain’s inhumanity symbolizes the inhumanity of slavery.
The mini-series portrayal weakened this strong political stance. William Blinn,
the mini-series’ primary screenwriter, offered this explanation for making the
change:
In the book, the slaveship captain was a figure shouting orders that were
unintelligible to the blacks. For our purposes, he was certainly not a

56 It may be argued, however, that even these financial concerns have a racial
bias. Because the entertainment industry discriminated against black dramatic
actors, the African-American actors in Roots had little chance to build a name for
themselves, even having had long careers.
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sympathetic man. An understandable man, yes-but it is clearly absurd to
have a likable slaveship captain. It was equally unwise, we thought, to do
four hours of television without showing a white person with whom we
could identify; we don’t have to like him, but he couldn’t, for our purposes,
be a Nazi SS officer, which is too cliche. 7
Blinn’s rationale revealed an underlying assumption governing the production of
the mini-series, that a white audience will identify with characters of their race.
W ithout favorable presentation of whites, Wolper believed the majority of viewers
would literally tune out the program.
Sometimes the enlargement of a white actor’s part did not m ean that the role
was more challenging dramatically. Robert Reed, who played Dr. William
Reynolds, Kunta’s second master, found his role "too cardboard" and the format
problematic: "[The screenwriters] loaded the questions--it cannot be history, you
don’t need to do it like this because it’s foolish."58 He referred to a scene in
which his character leads a discussion about slavery with his brother John
Reynolds, his wife, and his overseer. Ostensibly "this was to reveal their character
and background so that when they reacted with slaves, you understood how each
of them thought and felt,"59 but the scene plays like a soapbox for proponents of
"the white man’s burden." It reduces R eed’s character to a one-dimensional
political agent.
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Regardless of the impact upon white characters individually, the collective
expansion of white roles represented a shift in focus from the story of a black
family to one of white sensibilities. Rather than the internalized debate of
Haley’s African/Am erican duality, the mini-series centered around the external
issue of race relations. In the process, the relationships between slaves and the
portrayal of African-American culture received less attention. The increase of the
white perspective corresponded with a decrease of the black point of view.
Thematically, this strategy meant the abandonment of the African perspective,
and with it the African narrator who mediates so helpfully in the novel. The use
of a narrator was difficult in a visual medium, which called for a more eventoriented type of storytelling. Especially in the slaveship section, the screenwriters
discovered a need to "externalize what the novelist had kept internal." As Blinn
explained, "I had to find ways for Kunta Kinte and other characters to visualize or
verbalize things that were inside their heads."60 All too often, however, the
script relied on cliched formulas in order to accomplish this aim, resulting in
awkward conversations and melodramatic action.
Similarly, the writers shortened the African section, which lasted through the
first quarter of the book. It composed less than one-sixth of the mini-series (just
short of two hours). Their decision proved even more significant in light of the
larger economic issues at work in the serialization; commercials for the eight
episodes totaled three of the twelve hour broadcast, or one quarter of the

60 Wolper, 48.
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production. Sponsors received more air-time than Africa. Spending so little time
in Africa led to the complete deletion of Kunta Kinte’s childhood. The novel
witnesses his early years, but the mini-series leaps from his birth to his manhood
training at age fifteen. W ithout the childhood background, the audience’s
understanding of African values and traditions suffers significantly. Haley’s
extensive development of childhood in the novel reveals the expectations Kunta
had for life.
In the novel, these expectations are explained in large part by two powerful
female characters, Nyo Boto and Grandma Yaisa. Alongside his mother, these
women provide the foundation of Kunta’s education. Later he goes on to learn
formally with the village arafang, but his early days are filled with their family
stories. The importance of oral history rests as much in the memory and stories
of these women as in the griots, paralleling the role Haley’s own grandmother
played in the writing of Roots. When Kunta’s childhood disappeared in the mini
series, so did the place for these African women. Grandm a Yaisa vanished from
the script, and Nyo Boyo made only a brief appearance. Even the role of Kunta’s
m other Binta received almost no screen time, seriously underutilizing the talents
of Cicely Tyson.
As if to compensate, the mini-series added the character of Fanta, departing
again from Haley’s text. Wolper explained how such a character may have found
its way into the miniseries:
All in all, when Alex’s book first came to us in rough draft, it was over two
thousand pages. In cutting down to six-hundred pages, a lot of characters
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were lost, some of whom we had already incorporated into our film
scripts.61
In addition, Fanta once more enabled the screenwriters to "externalize the
internal," now taking liberties with the ways in which the mini-series reframed the
sex and gender roles as written in the novel. Again, the African perspective is
sacrificed, this time to melodrama; but in the process, the mini-series addresses
the particular circumstances facing black women in slavery.
We first meet Fanta when Kunta Kinte literally runs into her while completing
a part of his manhood training. The formulas of television called for Fanta to be
a potential love interest, providing televisions requisite dose of sex appeal. These
characters, though, are African. Alex Haley explains that "[i]t rankled Kunta that
girls married at fourteen rains or even younger, while boys didn’t get m arried until
they were men of thirty rains or more" (50). This M andinkan/African ideal plays
out in the novel even after Kunta has been in America for many years; he resists
taking Bell as a wife because at forty, she is too old. Therefore, though the
screen Kunta might have been attracted to Fanta, his culture should have
prevented him from seeing her as a potential partner.
Kunta Kinte meets Fanta for a second time after he has been captured. She
too is a prisoner of the whites, but in this scene her presence served a new
purpose. While the mini-series, like the book, primarily shows the experiences of
Kunta Kinte on the slave-ship, Fanta’s presence in the narrative introduces the
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plight of black women within the institution of slavery. Kunta’s interaction with
Fanta makes him aware of the unique conditions of the enslaved women. At one
point, he hopes to comfort Fanta, offering that "a Mandinka maiden must have
strength.” Fanta replies, "I am no longer a Mandinka maiden," alluding to her
rape by the slavers.
Initially portrayed as sex object, then as representative woman, Fanta
combined elements of both in her final scene. Kunta, trying to escape nearly
twelve years later, arrives at the plantation on which Fanta lives, presumably to
rescue her. The entire episode denigrated the characters involved. For Kunta’s
infatuation to last twelve years, then for him to track her after that amount of
time, rings untrue. Their evening in the barn reduces Kunta to a man whose
actions are determined by hormones and cheapens his later, mature relationship
with Bell. Finally, Fanta’s reaction belies the real conditions under which slaves
existed. As one critic pointed out, "her idiotic explosion that led to [Kunta’s]
entrapm ent seemed blatantly fake because the very thing other parts of Roots
pointed out...was that the slave population never made a move without a terrifying
awareness of the surrounding white world."62
More positively, the addition of Fanta corrected a failure on the part of
Haley’s book to explore the particular implications of slavery for women. Haley
deals briefly with the issues of rape and miscegenation through the character
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Kizzy, yet she is not well-developed as a woman. The need to explain the birth of
Chicken George requires description of her rape by m aster Tom Lea. Additional
relations between Kizzy and Lea are not detailed, and the implications of the
original rape come forward only in terms of Chicken George: his master is also
his father. Beyond her relationship with her son and later role as matriarch for
his family, Kizzy’s life as a woman receives little attention in the novel.
Interestingly, the mini-series addresses the female aspect of Kizzy’s life by
giving her a romantic interest. Her relationship with Sam illuminates her
loneliness, but ultimately her desires as a woman are secondary to "higher"
standards. Sam caters to his master to insure his coveted position as driver; he is
a weak black man. Kizzy, in the tradition of her father Kunta (also a driver),
cannot accept willing acquiescence to the whites and chooses to end her
involvement with Sam. Within this defunct romance, the mini-series confronts the
divided loyalties of black women slaves; female slaves encountered a unique
tension between gender identity and racial identity.
Through its portrayal of black women, however misguided, the mini-series
tried to adopt a broader view of the black experience in America, which reflected
W olper’s sense of the educational purpose of Roots. Unlike Haley’s novel, one
which retained a more personal, limited view of the African-American experience,
W olper wanted the television version of Roots to explore a national experience.
By expanding the vision of Roots explicitly to explore race relations, the
miniseries sought to engage a greater number of perspectives from which the
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institution of slavery is perceived: male, female, white, and black. The nation, it
asserted, could learn an important lesson from a television show that brought
together as many representative viewpoints as possible into a single American
story.
Additionally, Wolper maintained that "in order for a show to be truly
successful it must entertain at the same time that it is educating."63
Characterized by an emotional response, entertainment almost by definition must
be non-threatening; racism could not represent an entertaining theme. When
W olper accepted entertainm ent value as a priority for "success," he echoed
Selznick’s decisions of four decades earlier. So although both producers found
themselves challenged by controversial issues of race in their narratives, they
discovered the same solution to the potential problem. Gone with the Wind and
Roots cloaked racial issues in familiar formulas that would reassure the "mass
audience."
Many such formulas ran through the two narratives, but most dominant was
the "rags-to-riches" paradigm. In both stories, the riches can be interpreted in
economic terms. Scarlett collects her fair share of material wealth; and the freed
slaves in Roots not only own themselves at the end of the story, they also become
landowners in Tennessee. Yet riches can also represent the freedom to control
one’s own destiny, an important theme for those with either race or gender
concerns.
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Unfortunately, the film and television versions of "rags-to-riches" enveloped
the basic story in stereotypical notions of romance and melodrama. These
additional romantic and melodramatic formulas tended to downplay the
significance of gender issues within the narratives, especially those in Gone with
the W ind. As a result, the dramatizations stress race issues over gender issues, a
trend that can be explained in economic terms. Selznick and W olper simply could
not resist that old entertainment adage: sex sells.

CHAPTER RE
PACKAGING TH E PRODUCT

"Scarlett Fever!" "Haley’s Comet!" Catchy slogans coined by reviewers and
reporters allude to the way in which mass media influences an audience’s
perception of a given book, film, or television show. The writers and producers
deliver their product to the public, yet simultaneously that product is "mediated"
by newspapers, magazines, radio, and even film and television. The popular press
proved especially active in covering the public reception of both Gone with the
Wind and Roots. It purported to trace the emerging "phenomena" of their
popularity, but it also helped shape that popularity. Functioning as both the
reaction of an audience and the rhetoric of an advertiser, the discourse created by
magazines and newspapers played a significant role in assigning the works their
cultural value. The story surrounding the popular criticism of Gone with the
Wind and Roots provides telling clues as to the nature of their cultural work.
The Gone with the Wind phenomenon began with its first reviews.
Immediately after its publication in 1936, popular magazines and newspapers
across the country wrote about the novel. The nation’s major literary magazines
also considered Gone with the Wind a significant work, devoting full articles to its
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review. Several scholars have reported upon this initial response; Darden Asbury
Pyron provided a good summary:
...the overwhelming consensus of early reviewers was that Gone with the
Wind was good or better than good; that it could be bracketed with the
monumental novels of the nineteenth century by Tolstoy, Dickens, and
Thackeray; that its dramatic or architectural structure was compelling; that
its characters lived; that its spirit and enthusiasm were contagious; and that
its author was a gifted storyteller. Against this praise stood caveats about
its style; its patent pessimism and materialism, its moral ambiguity, its
overreliance on stereotypical or stock characters and scenes, its
"womanness," its Southernism, and its treatm ent of blacks and slavery.64
After the initial response to the novel itself, discourse turned to explaining (or
explaining away) the novel’s incredible popularity. A Gallup poll taken in 1939
asked "What is the most interesting book you have ever read?" Gone with the
Wind emerged second only to the Bible 65 Unfortunately, the poll did not ask
why. Thus contemporary understanding of the novel’s popularity involved as
much speculation as current understanding.
One writer placed Gone with the Wind within the context of literary
tendencies during the 1930’s. Novels of this period, she maintained, move away
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from the individual toward a "more comprehensive treatm ent of society;" Gone
with the Wind fit this "modern" version of the novel:
The book is panoramic in scope and the interest is centered not only on
the main characters, but the whole community, and on the change in a
society caused by the fall of a civilization. Modern historical novels, like
modern history, are emphasizing social conditions more.66
In the heart of the Depression, social conditions were understandably at the
forefront of public discourse. The Saturday Review of Literature published an
article entitled "The Threatening Thirties: How Books Record the Dominant
Emotion of the Current Decade." In it, Henry Canby suggested that fear reigned
as the dominant emotion of the time: "It ranges from a skeptical inquiry into the
possible disintegration of culture as we know it, to the deep pessimism of
convinced alarm."67 Various regional stories and poems exhibit a "negative
reaction" to this fear; such works, he reports, offer optimism instead:
Those two elephantine best-sellers, "Anthony Adverse" and "Gone with the
Wind," are perfect examples of how the tradition of life in an era of
uncertainty can be made to stir the imagination in our own age of
uncertainty.68
The source of Gone with the Wind’s popularity lay in its oral and written
tradition. "It is the traditional memory of the breakdown of an age of confidence
into an age of defeat, disillusion, and disintegration." Functioning as a warning,
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the novel "respond[ed] to the fear in every sensitive heart for the future of
another culture also threatened by reconstruction." W hether Canby referred to
New Deal policies is unclear, but he joined others in painting Gone with the
W ind’s success in terms of its connection with the present day.
Canby’s remarks also revealed the novel’s widespread association with
Anthony Adverse. Harvey Allen’s 1933 best-seller ranked third in the Gallup
"Most Interesting Book" poll, but a 1936 review in the Literary Digest illustrated
the way in which the two were linked. Gone with the Wind becomes
the story of a feminine Anthony Adverse. Scarlett is the grandm other of
the ladies Mr. Bromfield and his cronies have held up to ridicule. But one
has the notion that, as she took care of herself in the W ar Between the
States and in the Reconstruction, so she would have made her way during
the late and unlamented depression.69

The comparison identified Mitchell’s novel as a gendered response to current
concerns, a feminine label that would soon bear repercussions.
Not everyone, it turns out, was willing to celebrate Gone with the Wind’s
success. In an article entitled "Fiction Fights the Civil War," Bernard DeVoto of
the Saturday Review of Literature agreed with Canby that historical fiction’s
interest in the Civil War "signifies, in one aspect, an increased self-consciousness
about our past; surely, in another aspect, a deep desire to understand our

69 Review of Gone with the Wind, by M argaret Mitchell, Literary Digest. 122
(July 25, 1936), 22.
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present."70 H e used Gone with the Wind as a sounding board from beginning
to end; it represented everything he found reprehensible about Civil W ar fiction:
It... has little thought and no philosophical overtone. It documents very
well the daily life of a society at war and under reconstruction, but its ideas
are rudimentary, its author has no eye and no feeling for human character,
and its page by page reliance on all the formulas of sentimental romance
and all the effects of melodrama is offensive. The size of its public is
significant; the book is not.71
The article's significance lay in DeVoto’s choice to express his criticisms in terms
of the novel’s popularity. For the first time, DeVoto cast the mold in which Gone
with the Wind would be evaluated for years: the novel’s literary value became
inversely proportional to its popularity. The development of this paradox can be
traced from its date of publication.
The novel’s popularity catapulted Mitchell into celebrity. Many of the reviews
included biographical information; Publishers’ Weekly provided a brief but
objective description of Mitchell’s career in an article discussing the novel’s
publicity campaign.72 Mitchell published an autobiographical sketch in Wilson’s
Bulletin, and a series of interviews with her appeared in the Atlanta
Constitution 73 This first press coverage, for all outward appearances, looked

70 Bernard DeVoto, "Fiction Fights the Civil War," Saturday Review of
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rather innocuous, providing general background about the author. In fact, these
pieces directly reflected attitudes about the production of the novel.
Literary Digest told the following story about the way in which Gone with the
Wind came to be written:
When M argaret Mitchell was recovering from a long illness, her husband,
trying to keep her amused, wore himself and the neighboring library
ragged. In desperation, he finally suggested that his wife write her own
book. H e gave her a stack of paper and put her to work.74
While the story may be true, its telling downplayed Mitchell’s authorship of the
book; Mitchell may have written the novel, but she needed a man to initiate the
process. A rumor that John Marsh truly authored Gone with the Wind actually
did circulate in the late thirties, a suggestion Mitchell vehemently denied.

*-jc

Even when Mitchell was given full credit for her work, the effort was often
portrayed as accidental or trifling. The caption under her picture in Time read,
"Margaret Mitchell ...played around for seven years," ostensibly referring to the
time it took her to write Gone with the Wind.76 The choice of the wording,
"played around," again mocked the task she undertook, an impressive one that
lasted seven years. The article went still further. It described the novel in
physical rather than literary terms: "a first draft of Gone with the Wind that stood
almost shoulder high." This description set up an implicit comparison between
the diminutive Mitchell and her huge pile of manuscript, contrasting the big book

74 Review of Gone with the Wind. Literary Digest. 22.
75 Pyron, Southern Daughter. 226.
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with the little woman as if somehow Mitchell’s progeny must necessarily topple
and crush her.
The subtext of this wordplay rested in the controversy surrounding a female
author finding such a vast audience for her premiere work when so many others
(men) struggle to be heard.77 The problem reached beyond the sex of the
author; the reader was implicated as well. A young Malcolm Cowley, writing in
New Republic, asserted:
Obviously Miss Mitchell’s first novel meets the specialized demands of the
book-buying public (as distinguished from the larger and less prosperous
public that borrows its books from the library). It is written from a
woman’s point of view, and most book buyers are women. It flatters
people who like to think of themselves as aristocrats, and this amiable
weakness is more than usually common among the patrons of
bookstores78
Mitchell’s fame, the novel’s reading public, and ultimately Gone with the Wind’s
success became gendered, and must be understood in those terms. Furthermore,
its readers were duped; as patrons of bookstores, they wished to be flattered
rather than embark on an elevated literary experience.
W hat these readers failed to recognize was the novel’s lack of style.
Complaints about Mitchell’s writing style surfaced from the start, even among her
fans. Time described the novel as "[a]n old-fashioned, romantic narrative with no
Joycean or Proustian nonsense about it, ...written in a methodical style which

77 Mitchell experienced similar problems at the Atlanta Journal, where she
was expected to write Sunday features rather than report hard news.
78 Cowley, Recasting. 19.
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fastidious readers may find wearying;" but, the review continued, "the artistic
lapses seem scarcely more consequential than Scarlett’s many falls from
grace."79 Newsweek agreed:
[F]irst and foremost she’s an old-fashioned novelist who conceives it her
business to be, not a stylist or an economist merely, but a careful creator of
human beings. Let it be said flatly, in this sphere she has succeeded
beyond question.80
The invocation of "old-fashioned" and "sphere" transformed the praise into rather
back-handed compliments; the terms recall notions of Hawthorne’s "damned mob
of scribbling women." Additional reviews suggested the appropriateness of the
allusion.
Ironically perhaps, Review of Reviews summed up the gendered response:
H er book is written with a clear realism that belongs to women writers of
intelligence. A male reviewer ought, I suppose, to be embarrassed to
admit it, but I doubt that any man will ever handle this particular period as
Miss Mitchell at her first tria l81
The male reviewer’s embarrassment, to be sure, arose from his expectations. In
the words of the Atlanta Journal’s reviewer, "Frankly and blatantly I did not ever
expect to read a book anything like this written by a woman."
The discourse about stylistic problems decreased Gone with the Wind’s
literary value and signaled the novel’s move from literary circles to the more
generalized press. Like female novelists who achieved success in the nineteenth-
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century, Mitchell and her work fell into the realm of the "popular." Though the
shift from literary to popular began long before the novel’s adaptation to film, the
film itself sealed Gone with the Wind’s literary fate. The spectacle of Selznick’s
nationwide search for Scarlett guaranteed the novel’s exclusion from classification
as literature.
In September of 1938, Selznick claimed that he was "not seeking any publicity
on this picture:"
Almost two years ago I instructed my Publicity D epartm ent that they were
to send out not one single word about the picture that was not an official
and final announcement, and, on the contrary, I have done everything
possible to stop publicity, because I anticipated two years in advance that
the public might get tired of reading about it.82
In fact, Selznick greatly benefitted from all the "unofficial" publicity Gone with the
Wind received. For example, from the time he purchased the story rights in 1936
to the film’s release in late 1939, the New York Times published at least one or
two stories every month about the film. Over half of these articles dealt with the
casting of the film, demonstrating how Selznick’s search for Scarlett became one
of the most effective publicity stunts Hollywood has known. By Decem ber of
1939, the press stood primed for the film’s premiere.
Like those of the book, the first reviews of the motion picture found the film
to be impressive but flawed. In an early review of the film for the Nation. Frank
Hoellering’s words rang surprisingly prophetic: "The result is a film which is a
major event in the history of the industry but only a minor achievement in
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motion-picture art."83 The discourse in the press bears out Hoellering’s
suspicions. By far the greatest majority of articles concerned themselves with
Gone with the Wind the motion-picture event rather than Gone with the Wind
the motion picture.
Ladies Home Journal. W oman’s Home Companion and Collier’s each
provided their version of the story of the film’s production; and though these
reports came complete with interviews of the film’s glamorous stars, they also
concentrated upon the highly technical details of its making 84 The Saturday
Review of Literature covered the film’s premiere in Atlanta: "Early in November,
a publicity departm ent appeared, handsomely disguised as an executive
committee, and installed itself in Atlanta’s hallowed Georgian Terrace H o te lwhere the famous visitors were to stop during the ’Gone with the Wind’
festivities."85 The New York Times offered both the production and the
prem iere angles in its extensive write-ups during December of 1939.
The film, like the book, was noted for its size. The production articles listed
statistics. The script took two years and seven days to be written; production
lasted thirteen months. The burning of Atlanta required one thousand gallons of
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fuel per minute. Over four-hundred men built ninety sets, upon which 2,868
costumes were paraded. The cast included over 2,400 extras, each paid $1.50 per
hour. The final cut lasts three hours and forty-seven minutes, with 685 scenes and
20,017 words of dialogue. Final production costs total $3,957,000. The prem iere
articles ran much the same. A crowd of two thousand waited for Gable to arrive
at the Atlanta airport. Ann Rutherford visited the Confederate Soldiers home
where lived six men whose ages total 557 years. Almost 400,000 lined the streets
for a Gone with the Wind parade, and two thousand crowded Loew’s Grand
T heatre for the actual premiere.86
At the same time the production of the film caught the press’ attention, the
producer of the novel also remained in the public eye. Throughout the 1940’s,
anecdotal stories about Mitchell appeared in a variety of magazines. Time and
Publisher’s Weekly each ran stories about Mitchell’s homefront efforts during
World W ar II.87 After her death in 1949, biographical pieces remained popular.
For instance, over the next thirty years, American Mercury and Coronet each
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published stories about Mitchell; Finis F arr’s 1966 biography, M argaret Mitchell
of A tlanta, also received widespread review.88
Interest in the film’s production also stayed high. Re-releases in 1940, 1948,
1954, 1961, and 1967 brought reviews that remark upon Gone with the Wind’s
technical achievements: "As a m atter of fact, many of the younger crop of
moviegoers who had never seen the film before were overheard debating whether
this wasn’t a new version of an o]d picture they’d read about somewhere or
O Q

other."

The film experienced something of a revival in the 1970’s with the

publication of Gavin Lambert’s The Making of Gone with the Wind and Roland
Flamini’s Scarlett. Rhett. and a Cast of Thousands. Excerpts from Lambert
appeared in Atlantic, while Flamini’s book was showcased in R eader’s Digest.90
Thus the film rose to the level of a classic and was introduced as such in
Newsweek.91 Interestingly, the novel all but vanished from notice. America’s
"Gone with the Wind Revisited" recounted the novel’s history, clearly and
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objectively outlining the high-brow, low-brow divisions; but the transformation was
complete.92 Gone with the Wind belonged to the world of the popular,
relegated to the domain of financial schemers. Look detailed the activities of
Julian M. Foster, a real-estate developer who wished to build a T ara in Georgia
and charge $1.50 admission.93 Hobbies advised collectors of the worth of Gone
with the Wind stills, posters, dolls, games, handkerchiefs, stationary, perfume, nail
polish, jewelry, dresses, paper doll houses, and the like.94
During the 1980’s, "Scarlett Fever" peaked at epidemic proportions. Southern
Living covered Herb Bridges’ exhibition of Gone with the Wind memorabilia at
the "Gone with the Wind Gallery" in Atlanta 95 The 50th anniversaries of the
novel and the film also drew publicity and inspire memorabilia of their own.
Publishers’ Weekly marked the event with an essay about the many books
published about Gone with the Wind, including Macmillan’s commemorative
anniversary edition of the novel96 Beginning in 1988, collectors could own and
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view their own copy of the Gone with the Wind in the comfort of their living
rooms, thanks to Ted T urner’s release of the film on videocassette. Strangely
appropriate, Gone with the Wind lives on in the spirit of Scarlett’s capitalism.97
As the preem inent popular version of the South during and after the civil war,
the Mitchell and Selznick’s narrative(s) placed critics in a bit of a quandary. A
paradox unfolded: though the Gone with the Wind required dismissal as literature
or as a serious interpretation of history on the grounds of its shameless popularity,
that same popularity made it a threat to be reckoned. With the passage of time,
the cultural authority held by such a popular work led to concern about Gone
with the Wind’s depiction of American society, especially its portrayal of AfricanAmericans. In the years since the Civil Rights Movement, this presentation
became increasingly offensive. Though critics, black and white, continued to point
out the flaws, nothing challenged the story on its own, popular terms. Gone with
the Wind, for all its silences about race relations, issued a prejudiced set of
assumptions about the role of blacks in American society that went unmatched for
forty years.98
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Then in 1976, Alex Haley’s Roots hit the bookstores. Unlike Gone with the
Wind. Roots existed as a novel for only a short time; the book sold only for a
little over two months before the television broadcast of the mini-series. The two
versions blurred quickly into one, with Haley assuming "authorship" of both works.
W hether the cause or effect of this meshing of versions, most articles about Roots
were found in the popular press of magazines and newspapers, departing from
Gone with the Wind’s initial literary tradition.

Thus Roots emerged well

established within the popular realm of the later Gone with the Wind, ready to
challenge its predecessor. The tale of Roots’ success contains three main themes,
genealogy, genre, and race relations; and all three ran prominently through both
mainstream and predominantly black publications. Genealogy provided the first
link to a broad audience.
At its most basic level, Roots is the story of a family’s history. Its
publication/broadcast corresponds with an increased interest in genealogy, and
the work can be seen as both a product and a cause of the trend. During the late
1960’s, tracing family history rose to become the third most popular hobby,
surpassed only by coin and stamp collecting. Until 1976, its popularity was most
often attributed to the Bicentennial and the new social history. As the nation
celebrated its beginnings, individual families searched for theirs, including the
descendants of minorities "no longer content to submerge themselves in the
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’melting pot’ of American society."99 After 1977, however, the increase was
attributed to Roots. For instance, Time reported that the National Archives
received 2,300 genealogical inquiries per week after the broadcast compared to
750 per week before.100
To some degree genealogy represents an individual’s interest in a personal
past; but historically, the ability to trace one’s ancestry has broad social
implications. In Europe, lineage was used to separate nobility from the common
folk. In the United States, membership in elitist groups like Daughters of the
American Revolution or United Daughters of the Confederacy required
documented family background. Proponents of the new trend stressed the break
from these traditional uses of genealogy; U.S. News and World Reports quoted
John Modell of the University of Minnesota’s Social Welfare History Archives:
"Everybody has a place in history-the average as well as the great."101 The
new standards encouraged searches for average ancestors and ethnic origins; yet
even the "democratic" approach to genealogy failed to address the ideological
questions implicit in such a search.
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Newsweek suggested that "the most compelling reason for [genealogy’s] new
popularity comes from the question: ’Who am I?’"102 This explanation lends
credence to the theory that personal identity is the product of family background.
Haley seems to have supported this conclusion, arguing in Parent’s Magazine that
a well developed sense of identity arrives from "knowing who you are and where
you came from." He continued:
We can help protect children from suffering such [identity] crisises, and
from developing those runaway symptoms by giving them a strong sense of
belonging to a continuing clan or family. I think that’s why this interest in
searching for one’s roots has become so widespread. That’s part of what
people have responded to in Roots--it gave them a hunch about how
ordinary people can get back something precious which the world has
taken away from them .103
Haley’s comments clearly challenge American ideals. Time reminded readers of
Tocqueville’s position: democracy makes every man forget his ancestors.104
Over a century later, this early view was echoed in the concerns of one Haley
interviewer:
The preoccupation with one’s genealogy, taking pride in the
accomplishments of remote ancestors, rather than in one’s own
achievements, has always seemed to me to be rather distasteful--and
dangerous. Such pride can lead, I think, to that very pecking order Alex
spoke of, which diminishes rather than increases one’s sense of
10S
brotherliness and equality towards others.
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Haley responded by offering a new perspective: "[W]hen you start talking about
family, about lineage and ancestry, you are talking about every person on earth.
We all have it; it’s a great equalizer."106 In other words, by exploring their
individuality (differences), people would discover their similarities (collectivity).
At stake in questions of genealogy, then, was this notion of identity. The
articles maintained that the significance of the Roots story lay in Haley’s ability to
trace his family back to African ancestors, establishing a basic continuity between
Africa and American blacks. Roots formed a rebuttal to what W.E.B. Du Bois
called "propaganda against the Negro since emancipation in this land."107
Misconceptions about the black family center around several historical myths: that
blacks lack a family tradition altogether; that the bonds of the black family were
destroyed in slavery, or after emancipation, or during the G reat Migration to the
North; that the black family is characterized by white paternalism and government
welfare. The story of even one m an’s black family offered an alternative to these
myths.
Yet Haley was neither the first black to identify his African ancestry nor the
first to publish his findings. For example, in 1975 Ebony printed the Vaughan
family tree. Descendants of Scipio Vaughan on both sides of the Atlantic have
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preserved their family history and visit with each other regularly.108 They too
stressed the importance of knowing their African roots and feeling proud of their
family background, yet their story failed to spark a phenomenon. Something more
than m ere genealogy enabled Roots to capture the collective imagination of the
press.
One difference between the Vaughan story and the Roots story was the
identification of Roots with a larger black experience. Throughout discussion of
R oots, in both mainstream and predominantly black magazines, critics consistently
read the story of the Kinte family as the story of Afro-Americans in general, an
interpretation Haley wrote directly into his novel:
My own ancestors would automatically also be a symbolic saga of all
African-descent people-w ho are without exception the seeds of someone
like Kunta who was born and grew up in some African village, someone
who was captured and chained down in one of those slave ships that sailed
them across the same ocean, into some succession of plantations, and since
then a struggle for freedom.109
H e reiterated this position in nearly every interview, arguing that black Americans
share the "greatest common denominator of any group of people as numerous as I
know."110 The result was that Roots and its popularity were equated with a
growing interest in black history.
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Understanding Roots’ importance as black history is a three-part process. The
first step involves accepting a causal relationship between the past, present, and
future much like the one described in terms of genealogy but expanded from a
personal to a social level. Haley wrote of such a link in Roots, employing a
village m etaphor he repeated in Ebony:
In an effort to convey some greater sense of the flow, of the interaction, of
our dead and also living generations, I try to share whenever I can...how
that was explained in Roots by the father Omoro Kinte to his son, Kunta
Kinte, who was weeping about the death of his beloved Grandm a Yaisa.
"My son, now is the time to tell you that every village has, actually, three
different sets of people. First there are those whom your grandmother has
just joined in eternity, then the second set of people are those like you
and me, now here walking around and talking.... And our third set of
people are those yet unborn, my son."111
Wilton Dillon of the Smithsonian Institution supported Haley’s philosophy in
Newsweek, remarking, "There’s a recognition that we’ve reached a turning point
in our national history. It’s a good time to discover who we are and where we are
going. Looking at the past is a good way of getting into the future."
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establishment of such a link meant that interpretations of the past could have real
influence upon perceptions of the present.
The second step requires an understanding of the cultural forces at work in
the creation of any interpretation of the past. Genre identification is based upon
arbitrary cultural standards that possess the power to authorize a version of the
past. For black Americans, these standards led to their exclusion from historical
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discourse. Until the new social history movement of the late 1960’s, the primary
sources of black history were left unexplored because they failed to reach
historians’ standards for documentation. Though Haley’s use of oral history,
census data, and other tools of social history hardly marked the first departure
from traditional history methods, the magazines hailed the Roots story as a
liberation, allowing the past of black Americans to be told as well. In two
separate articles, Newsweek argued that Roots provided "a valuable sense of what
the black community lost in its acculturation to a slave society,"113 and thereby
"awakened an interest in black history."114 Jet explained that "[i]t changed the
way Blacks saw themselves in the context of U.S. history."115
Finally, in light of the first two steps, the politics of the Roots criticism,
grounded in disputes about history, become clear. Only Jet addressed the issue in
any detail:
Professor of African-American History at H unter College in New York
City, John Henrick Clarke, contends that critics’ attacks on Haley is part of
a "broader attempt to demean anything Black people have to say about the
slavery experience."
. . . Clarke said that Haley’s method of rewriting history, in which he
consulted a "griot," a man whose job was to keep history of a tribe in his
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head, is not considered a dependable source by W estern Historians, and
yet it is as dependable as any source they use.
Acceptance of Roots as history meant breaking the chains of ideology, specifically
the discriminatory practices of both racists and academics. Placed on the line was
black America’s ability to control their past, and by association to control their
future.
As Clarke’s comments reveal, discourse concerning Roots was inundated with
references to race relations, the third theme the articles actively engage. TV
Guide published the result of a poll taken shortly after the initial broadcast of the
mini-series in which seventy-seven percent of those surveyed agreed that Roots
was somewhat or very relevant to current race relations.117 The magazines
corroborated the public’s emphasis on the contemporary implications of Haley’s
historical interpretation, asking what statement Roots made about the interaction
of whites and blacks. In the process of achieving Haley’s third rhetorical goal, the
celebration of black heritage, did Roots upset the balance of race relations?
The mainstream magazines emerged cautiously optimistic but sensitive to the
potential for racial conflict. After the first printing of excerpts from Roots in
R eader’s Digest in 1974, Haley reported that he received thousands of letters,
overwhelmingly from whites and all positive.118 Newsweek suggested that
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"blacks and whites alike were moved to re-examine their racial attitudes,"119
while Time offered that
most observers thought that in the long term, Roots would improve race
relations, particularly because of the television version’s impact on w hites..
. . Many observers also feel that the TV series left whites with a more
sympathetic view of blacks by giving them a better appreciation of black
history.120
Both magazines expressed concerns about racially motivated violence, however.
Newsweek referred to isolated incidents linked to the broadcast of Roots. Time
also perceived a need to channel the public’s potentially negative reaction: "Only
if Roots turns the anger at yesterday’s slavery into anger at today’s ghettos will it
really matter."121 By comparison, the predominantly black magazines
(predictably) sided more firmly with a positive interpretation of Roots. Their
articles also made reference to Roots’ ability to transcend race lines but did not
address the potential for violent repercussions. Instead, they concentrated on
Roots as a story whose time had come.
After the Civil Rights Movement, all discourse involving race was seen as
political, but on the whole the popular magazine response was remarkably middle
of the road. For instance, the television critique rested squarely in the domain of
popular entertainment. Therefore, Roots received its harshest yet most perceptive
criticism in its mini-series form. Recognizing Roots as the preem inent

119 Kellogg with Coleman and Malsch, 97.
120 "Why ’Roots’ Hit Home," 70.
121 "Why ’Roots’ Hit Home," 71.
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docudrama, a juicy combination of historical fact and entertaining fiction, reviews
made no apologies for the series as history or art. Instead, they concentrated
upon the qualities that made Roots popular, if predictable, television fare: a
strong storyline, clear-cut heroes and villians, an underdog to cheer for, and a
happy ending.122 The reasoning focused upon Roots not as a book, a television
show, or genre of any kind, but as a social event.
Responding to Mark Ottaway’s charges of historical inaccuracy, in April of
1977 Haley "conceded" that Roots represented not so much history as
"’mythmaking.’"123 Nevertheless, many popular magazines had made the
distinction previous to this admission. As early as September 1976, a month
before its release to bookstores, Newsweek proposed that Roots was "an
extraordinary social document" despite its flaws.124 Black Historians
interviewed in Jet stressed the symbolic nature of its story.125 The mythic
properties of Roots were reinforced by Haley’s elevation to the status of folk hero
in both Time and Ebony.126 Roots took on a spiritual quality, as Haley
asserted that God enabled him to write Roots as well as ensured both its success
and the success of the mini-series:

122 King, 36.
123 Lapham, 16.
124 Zimmerman, 94.
125 West, 16.
126 Frank Rich, "A Super Sequel to Haley’s Comet," Time. 113 (February 19,
1979), 84; Hans J. Massaquoi, "Alex Haley in Juffure," Ebony. 32 (July 1977), 31.
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I would soberly and somberly ascribe it to God himself. There is no man,
no committee of men or women, who could sit down with whatever media
expertise and predictably create a program or an event of any kind of
comparable, spontaneous national response.127
Each of these attributions blurs the rhetorical premise of Roots: yet they also may
provide the key to the story’s popularity.
In retrospect, the critical audience obviously recognized the racial issues
targeted by Haley and to a lesser extent by Wolper, but their interpretation of
these issues quickly gave way to a fascination with the cultural work done by
R oots. Consequently, they identified "mythmaking" as the critical angle for
understanding the Roots phenomenon. An analogous shift toward mythos
occurred in the coverage of Gone with the W ind: a recent New Yorker article
carried this transition to its extreme. Not only did gender and race issues
disappear, but medium became insignificant as well:
In the public mind, the two versions have merged to the point where it is
difficult to say anymore whether "Gone with the Wind" is in essence a
novel or a movie, and, in fact, the distinction may not mean much:
Mitchell’s characters long ago burst through the restraints of their form
and, like folk- or fairy-tale figures, passed directly into the mainstream
consciousness.128
Undergoing a complete metamorphosis, Gone with the Wind and Roots emerge
as pure ideology!

127 Cheryl Forbes, "From These Roots," Christianity Today. 21 (May 6, 1977),

22.
128 Claudia Roth Pierpont, "A Study in Scarlett," New Yorker. (August 31,
1992), 88.
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The New Yorker overextends its argument, but it does point to an important
critical trend. R ather than describing the works’ popularity in terms of gender or
race, the magazines’ stress of the stories’ folk-tale- or myth-like properties
suggests that the causes of their popularity lie elsewhere. Somehow Mitchell,
Haley and Company produced narratives that meant something to a great many
people; the power of their creations should be understood in what they did rather
than what they said. Gone with the Wind and Roots told a story and America
bought it.

CONCLUSION:
COMPLETING TH E CIRCLE

Once upon a time...
...our fathers brought forth on this continent, a new nation, conceived in
Liberty, and dedicated to the proposition that all men are created equal.
Now we are engaged in a great civil war, testing whether that nation, or
any nation so conceived and so dedicated, can long endure. We are met
on a great battlefield of that war. We have come to dedicate a portion of
that field, as a final resting place for those who here gave their lives so that
that nation might live. It is altogether fitting and proper that we should do
this.
But in a larger sense, we can not dedicate--we can not consecrate-we
can not hallow-this ground. The brave men, living and dead, who
struggled here, have consecrated it, far above our own power to add or
detract. The world will little note, nor long rem ember what we say here,
but it can never forget what they did here. It is for us the living, rather, to
be dedicated here to the unfinished work which they who fought here have
thus far so nobly advanced. It is rather for us to be here dedicated to the
great task remaining before us--that from these honored dead we take
increased devotion to that cause for which they gave the last full measure
of devotion--that we here highly resolve that these dead shall not have died
in v ain-that this nation, under God, shall have a new birth of freedom—and
that government of the people, by the people, for the people, shall not
perish from the earth.

Lincoln’s remarks at Gettysburg possessed a simple power. With remarkably few
words, Lincoln managed to ascribe meaning to a seemingly senseless number of
American deaths, and by association to the entire Civil War. H e did so through
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narrative, placing both the battle and war within the context of a larger story of
America. That story, we remember, began with the founding fathers; and on that
day in 1863, Lincoln as President embodied the very founding fathers of which he
spoke. Indeed, his rhetorical abilities led to his recognition as a guiding force
behind popular conceptions of America. Scholars of multiculturalism have argued
the link between rhetoric and real power, but the two can be differentiated. As
both story and storyteller, Lincoln asserted rhetorical control over the past,
present, and future of the nation he governed; but his battle of Gettysburg was
rhetorical. After all, the real one had previously been won by the Union army.
Similar to Lincoln’s speech, Gone with the Wind and Roots enact rhetorical
struggles, representing an effort to assert control over the past through
storytelling.
The founding fathers were white men, and the story their antecedents told of
the civil war was that of brother against brother. Yet others told the story, too.
Mitchell tells about a southern white woman, and to some degree, about all
women who face the destruction of their past by war. Gone with the Wind
wonders where sisters are to stand when the brothers leave to fight, and what
sisters are to do when the brothers lose the fight. Haley tells about AfricanAmericans. Roots questions the division of brothers on the basis of black and
white, not north and south. The content of the story varied from teller to teller,
but one dimension remained the same: they all told of the past. Recognizing
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antebellum tradition as a limiting force in American culture, all three stories
argued for a future liberated from its constraints.
In the Gettysburg Address, Lincoln argues that those gathered cannot
consecrate the battlefield because the men who struggled there had already done
so. Having acknowledged the authority of the past, he continues: "It is for us the
living, rather, to. . . resolve that these dead shall not have died in vain [and] that
this nation, under God, shall have a new birth of freedom...." His speech releases
the spectators from the authority of the past by giving them authority over the
future. Mitchell demonstrates her understanding of Lincoln’s tactic whenever
Scarlett reminds readers that tomorrow is another day. Furthermore, the novel
itself enacts an exchange of power; Mitchell’s narrative strategy shifts the
authority of the storyteller to the audience. Only the readers know if Scarlett
reaches her goals.
Roots develops the rhetorical aims of Lincoln and Mitchell to their fullest as
Haley strives to incorporate the African-American experience into the story of
America. The final lines of Roots describe the power Haley assigns to his
storytelling:
So Dad has joined the others up there. I feel that they do watch and
guide, and I also feel that they join me in the hope that this story of our
people can help to alleviate the legacies of the fact that preponderantly the
histories have been written by the winners.129

129 Haley, 688.
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The legacies Haley invokes go unnamed, but surely Gone with the Wind stood
among them. Perhaps recalling the racial silences of Mitchell’s work, Haley’s
unspoken legacies serve as a focal point for his rhetorical goal.
The ending carries a double meaning. First, the experiences of Haley’s family,
and by association black America, have been overlooked by mainstream historians
because this group of Americans has not been perceived as winners. Haley
corrects this oversight by writing Roots. Second, in the process of writing Roots.
Haley has redefined the black experience. Now the subjects of history, black
Americans are winners, too. Their place in America’s past, present and future has
been justified; they belong. Completing Lincoln’s charge, Roots rhetorically
insures that an America "of the people, by the people, and for the people, shall
not perish from the earth."
In retrospect, the particular concerns of each storyteller changed on the basis
of their race, class, and gender; but all three transcended these classifications in
search of a unifying principle. The field of American Studies conducted a similar
search for something "uniquely American" about the nation’s character, and
arrived at parallel conclusions. Some, like Ralph Waldo Emerson and Perry
Miller, concentrated upon America’s break from the Old World, emphasizing a
common national future. Others, like Washington Irving and Sacvan Bercovich,
turned to origins, proposing a "usable past." In all cases, as scholars theorized the
key to American identity, they sought a way to connect the past with the future.
So Gone with the Wind and Roots can be seen as the popular articulation of an
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intellectual problem basic to American Studies. Mitchell and Haley found
consensus: Time, "the author of authors," does not discriminate on the basis of
race, class or gender.130
O n one level, then, Gone with the Wind and Roots together represent a sort
of national folklore that allows Americans to periodically recreate the future
through the past. They provide a sort of Ur-text for America, and the story of
their popularity seems complete; but this national folklore possesses an economic
dimension in addition to its patriotic one. The authors’ careers in journalism
shatter any illusion that their writing remains separate from issues of economy.
Even were one willing to place the personal projects fueling Gone with the Wind
and Roots initially outside the market economy’s influence, that separation breaks
down upon publication. The books are as much products of their extensive
advertising campaigns as their author’s storytelling abilities. The real final
chapter of the Gone with the Wind and Roots stories involves playing the market.
Gone with the Wind entered the marketplace almost by accident. In April of
1935, Harold Latham, editor for Macmillan Publishing Company, journeyed to
Atlanta to attend the annual meeting of the Georgia W riters’ Conference. In the
midst of a nationwide talent search, Latham inquired about manuscripts and was
told of Mitchell’s efforts. Yet when he questioned her directly, she denied having
anything prepared. Taking the woman at her word, Latham readied to return to
New York. Just before leaving to catch his train, however, a flustered Mitchell

130 p rancis Bacon, The Advancement of Learning (1605).
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arrived at his hotel with almost seventy envelopes stuffed full of paper. Though
initially taken aback by the condition of the manuscript, he quickly recognized the
success beneath the scribbles. Writing to Mitchell a few days later from New
Orleans, he assured her, "[W]e are going to keep at this project until a novel is
issued that is going to be regarded as a very significant publication."131 With
the help of Macmillan’s editors and advertising executives, Gone with the Wind as
commodity sold one million copies in one month during the middle of the
Depression.
Circumstances forced Haley to sell his project more aggressively, blurring
from the start the distinction between Roots as personal quest and Roots as
commodity. The book required almost twelve years of research, and Haley later
admitted he "couldn’t have afforded to invest twelve years in a project of that
type."132 On the basis of Haley’s success with The Autobiography of Malcolm
X, Doubleday provided a $5,000 advance for Roots in 1966; but Haley quickly
exhausted that sum.133 Needing funds to finance his continued research, he
began lecturing on his preliminary findings several years before the book’s
publication. Finally, despairing of ever finishing the project, he appealed to Mrs.
Dewit Wallace for help. As co-founder of R eader’s Digest, she arranged for
Haley to m eet with the magazine’s editors, who decided to give Haley a monthly

131 Pyron, Southern Daughter. 306
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salary and "reasonable necessary travel expenses."134 This windfall enabled
Haley to complete his blockbuster.
U pon the sale of their books, both Mitchell and Haley received pecuniary
compensation for their efforts, but their involvement in the literary marketplace
went beyond simple exchange.135 The market value of Gone with the Wind
and Roots dragged their authors into the thick of the publishing world’s
controversies. Mitchell spent years in court in an effort to gain international
copyright protection for Gone with the Wind. Dutch publishers reprinted the
novel without her permission, and she lost a significant amount in royalties
alone.136 Copyright law embroiled Haley in his own set of troubles. In May of
1977, M argaret Walker Alexander and Harold Courlander both accused Haley of
plagiarism. The court dismissed Alexander’s suit on the grounds of insignificant
similarities, but Courlander had a case. Haley eventually settled out of court,
admitting several passages from Courlander’s The African "found their way"
into Roots.137

134 Haley, 675.
135 For example, see "Haley’s Quest for Roots," Forbes. 119 (February 15,
1977), 24.
136 For details of Mitchell’s trials, see "’Gone with the Wind’ in Holland,"
Publishers’ Weekly. 133 (February 25, 1938), 1020-1021; "Dutch Court Gives
Adverse Decision on Mitchell Novel," Publishers’ Weekly. 133 (March 12, 1938),
1205; and "Dutch Piracy Sustained in Amsterdam Court," Publishers’ Weekly. 134
(September 17, 1938), 1014.
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Furthermore, when the novels were sold to Selznick and W olper respectively,
Gone with the Wind and Roots entered a new arena of economic influences,
those of popular entertainment. Chapter Two outlined the important details of
the two book-to-screen adaptions; in both cases, a common philosophy of business
informed the individual "artistic" decisions each producer made. According to the
law of box-office profits, a successful dramatization was a commercial product that
successfully sold to a mass audience; so the only good creative decision was a
good marketing decision. Accordingly, historical accuracy, or even fidelity to the
original works, did not create high returns or high ratings; marketing did.
U nder Selznick’s guidance, MGM initiated new exhibition standards for Gone
with the Wind. After a well publicized opening in Atlanta, the distributor first
released the film in six major cities to further hype its reputation. Then as they
released the picture nationwide the following month, they raised admission prices
to correspond with the epic proportions of the production. The average price for
an evening show in 1939 rested somewhere around $.23; Gone with the Wind cost
$.75 for a matinee and rose to $1.10 for later shows. In this way, Selznick and
Metro received their payoff even with the fewer daily showings necessitated by the
film's length. Within a year, Gone with the Wind had recouped almost all its
production costs, validating Selznick’s exhibition strategy.138
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Marketing concepts also revolutionized the presentation of Roots. ABC
television executives decided to compress the mini-series into a m arathon eightday showing. Peter Wood aptly compared the resulting product with the equally
merchandised Olympics:
Like the Olympics...Roots managed to dominate not merely the TV set but
American communications generally for a brief span. Magazines,
newspapers, private conversations all reinforced one another in a
prom oter’s heavenly equivalent of the surfer’s perfect wave. Each show
began with an identifiable fanfare and a summary of previous events,
building on a manufactured sense that you were "watching history." In fact,
in each instance a highly complicated reality-hundreds of events in the
Olympics, hundreds of years in Roots-w as boiled down to a digestible
number of easily recognized stars, whose physical and emotional dramas
("the thrill of victory, the agony of defeat" is the old [ABC] line) were
presented "up close and personal" in the bite-sized chunks that are an
advertiser’s delight, for they keep the viewer-consumers coming back for
days.139
W ood’s analogy spells out the true path of Haley’s comet; rather than detract
from audience’s acceptance of Roots. W olper’s commercialization process
enhanced the story’s market value. In fact, as the popular responses explored in
Chapter Three reveal, the mass viewing audiences responded greedily to the
commercial message both the Gone with the Wind and Roots phenomena
provided. The works’ transformation from popular print to popular entertainm ent
parallels their metamorphoses from market commodity to cultural commodity.

Gold at a Most Inconvenient Moment" (February 25, 1940) in Brown. Hollywood
management found Gone with the Wind’s success embarrassing because, at the
time, they were trying to fight union demands with claims of a wartime slump.
139 Peter H. Wood, "Roots of Victory, Roots of Defeat," New Republic. 176
(March 12, 1977), 28.
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Thorstein Veblen first identified America’s proclivity for commodity
consumption in his Theory of the Leisure Class.140 Coining the term
"conspicuous consumption," Veblen outlines the way in which the practice of
consumption, the acquisition of private property, might change cultural values.
Personal identity becomes less a factor of what one does and more a factor of
what one owns. The collection of essays in The Culture of Cunsumption.
published in 1983, reconsiders Veblen’s thesis from the perspective of the late
twentieth century. By the time of this book’s publication, the concept of a
"consumer culture" possesses real historical meaning. In their introduction, editors
Richard W. Fox and T.J. Jackson Lears describe the results of America’s late
nineteenth century move from a "producer ethic" to a "consumer ethic." In
modern society, consumption represents "an ideology and a way of seeing" as well
as a practice.

141

The consumer ethic suggests that self-fulfillment can be achieved through the
purchase of commodities; the freedom to choose allows individuals to express who
they are by purchasing particular commodities instead of others. As consumerism
becomes more sophisticated, these commodities include not only material
products but the "images" provided by journalism, advertising, political campaigns,
and other institutions of mass media. Consumption of commercial images allows

140 Thorstein Veblen. The Theory of the Leisure Class (1899; reprint New
York: Mentor Books, n.d.)
141 Richard W. Fox and T.J. Jackson Lears, eds. The Culture of
Consumption (New York: Pantheon Books, 1983), xiii.
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Americans to formulate their own, personal images. Significantly, the
accompanying concept of a "throwaway" culture introduces the element of time, a
critical player in this process of consumerism. For the system to keep working,
the identity expressed through purchase must be temporary so new sales can be
made in the future.
Consumerism releases people from a long-term or historical sense of identity
because, through the acquisition of new commodities, they can always be "madeover." Liberating in this respect, consumption represents a trap in other ways.
The constant potential for make-over leaves the consumer without a sense of
permanence; new and improved commodities are always around the corner.
Caught in a cycle of purchase and discard, the consumer never really owns
himself; he or she never possesses identity. In the very appropriate words of
Christopher Lasch, "Uprootedness uproots everything except the need for
roots."142
Gone with the Wind and Roots provide a way to resolve this paradox through
their establishment of "consumer history." Consumer history functions on two
levels, literally and figuratively. Their material existence as consumer products
allows for their economic consumption. Gone with the Wind and Roots can be
purchased in book form, movie ticket form, cable television form and
videocassette form; and since this supply failed to satisfy the demand, they can

142 Christopher Lasch, "Mass Culture Reconsidered," Democracy. 1 (October
1981), 22.
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also be purchased in sequel form. Roots spawned a second mini-series, Roots:
The Next Generations, within two years and a television movie, Roots: The Gift.
nine years later.143 In 1993, a third mini-series, Alex Haley’s Queen graced the
small screen, carrying its now deceased creator’s name to guarantee an audience.
The Mitchell estate, too, bowed to the (financial) pressure and authorized a
sequel; Scarlett hit the bookstores in 1991.144 The continuations exemplify a
major tenet of consumer history. Regardless of the past, the future is always
inventable and ready for sale-simply make a sequel.
Consumption continues beyond this initial purchase, however. As the
audience reads or views the stories, it partakes of the ideology behind Gone with
the Wind and Roots. Restating the argument of Chapter One against the context
of consumerism, their shared narrative structure sends an important rhetorical
message about the meaning of history, one which parallels and reinforces those of
consumer ideology. First, the structure requires readers and viewers to consume
the past in the form of a story. Now because these stories take issues of gender

143 Before, during and after consuming the television broadcasts themselves,
fans may also partake of the media coverage: Katherine Ames with Ronald
Henkoff and Jon Lowell, "Uprooted," Newsweek. 93 (January 22, 1979), 10; Frank
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John Leonard, "North Poles," New York (December 12, 1988), 108-109.
144 Reed with Johnson, 56; Claudia Glenn Dowling, "The Further Adventures
of Scarlett O ’Hara," Life. 11 (May 1988), 26-30+; Jean Seligmann, "God’s
Nightgown! Scarlett Returns," Newsweek. I l l (May 2, 1988): 71; Roy Blount, "The
Wind Rewound," Atlantic. 262 (September 1988), 32; "Back With The Wind,"
Time. 134 (October 9, 1989), 134.
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and race as subject matter; the narrative structure acknowledges sexism and
racism as problems inherited from the past. Yet like consumer ideology, the
stories never implicate the present as the day of reckoning, instead always leaving
room in the future for the new and improved. Remember, America, the only
valid image is the one we "buy" for tomorrow. Lincoln showed the way in 1863.
The Gettysburg Address permitted the nation to purchase a new lease on life, but
Gone with the Wind and Roots allow America to refinance on better terms.
The implications of this attitude toward the past remain ambiguous, both
within the narratives themselves and within American society at large. Yet the
Gone with the Wind and Roots’ versions of consumer ideology represent an
statement of hope, one tied firmly to notions of the American Dream. In the
tradition of rags-to-riches, how fitting that Americans, as world leaders in
consumption, should adopt the phoenix-like story of our nation’s history as a
cultural calling card. Lest one doubt the market value of the tale, he or she need
only recall our most recent presidential election. The winner campaigned with a
song whose lyrics advised:
Don’t stop thinking about tomorrow.
Don’t stop, tomorrow’s almost here.
It’ll be better than before...
Yesterday’s gone, yesterday’s gone.
Do you hear Scarlett O ’H ara’s southern accent?
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